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ne Sunday afternoon this past August, Kendall 
 Jenner and her BFF, Gigi Hadid, went “rafting” on 
a green carpet in Culver City, California. Dressed in 

Philipp Plein leather track pants and a red patent puffer 
scarf by Hood by Air, Jenner lay sprawled in the back of 
a dinghy, while Hadid, also dressed in HBA’s post-gender 
streetwear, sat in front, scouting ahead through binoc-
ulars. Gusts from a wind machine threatened to blow 
them overboard, but they persevered, trusting their 
creature-guide, who wore a baggy T-shirt, a faux-denim 
shift, and disco platforms sheathed in nylon stockings. 
Occasionally, he dispensed with the oar he was holding 
to film his passengers. Hadid and Jenner, no strangers 
to on-camera transformations, were going further than 
usual. With pointy ears protruding from her wind-lashed 
hair, Hadid was a lion-fox; Jenner, wearing a prosthetic 
nose that altered her famous attributes, was a bunny-cat. 
They were Snapchat animal filters come to life. 

Had you stumbled upon the scene, you might have 
assumed that a fashion shoot was in progress, what 
with all the cameras pointed at the models. But, in fact, 
they were being pulled into a virtual-reality world engi-
neered by the artists Ryan Trecartin and Lizzie Fitch, 
whose “sci-fi theater of the absurd,” as Art in America 
once dubbed their work, has made them among the 
most lauded, exciting, and prescient artists of their 
generation. “They are probably the only ones directly 
wired to the future,” says Massimiliano Gioni, artistic 
director at New York’s New Museum, who, as direc-
tor of the 2013 Venice Biennale, first presented their 
acclaimed suite of films, Priority Innfield. “Their vision 
of tomorrow is equally terrifying and liberating, Edenic 
and apocalyptic.”

Both Trecartin and Fitch came of age in the Inter-
net era, just before the digital revolution embedded 
smartphones into our palms, and their work has been 
consumed with explorations into how cameras, social 
media, and reality TV have changed the way we engage 
with the world and one another. Sensorial overload 
doesn’t even begin to describe the effect of watching 
their maniacally mutable movies, any more than it 
does our own saturated age. Comprised of installations, 
props, soundscapes, and sculptural theaters that they 
build themselves, their films are rife with multilinear 
narratives, simultaneous perspectives, and merry 
young pranksters of morphing gender, race, and iden-
tity. “Caught in the ecstasy of communication, their 
creatures inhabit a world in which personalities and 
bodies are perennially interchangeable, like psycho 
time-shares,” Gioni observes. Scenes jump around, and 
chatter is fragmentary—a collage of accents, idioms, 
and cyberspace vernacular. Done up in a lurid palette, 
characters speak endlessly about themselves, saying 
things like ‘Don’t ignore ignore ignore me me me.’ ” 

In Trecartin and Fitch’s W commission, which they 
titled “Placebo Pets,” Jenner and Hadid are super-
friendly, highly adaptive domesticated animals in a 
humanoid zoo. The idea grew out of the artists won-
dering, as only they could, “Who would survive if a 
superior alien humanoid species came to Earth?” Their 
answer: “the friendliest.” Trecartin has long been inter-
ested in pet culture and the dynamic between people 
and  companion animals—seeing in it a parallel with 
our relationship to technology, in the way that we’ve 
been trained to adapt our behavior, language, and how 
we present our myriad selves at any given moment. 

“There’s a certain power that animals have over us when 
they respond to us in unexpected, friendly ways,” he 
said. “And it’s really them domesticating us almost 
more than us domesticating them, because they’re 

training us to want them. Training and taming some-
thing is not one-sided. It’s a dynamic. We created social 
media, but then it changed us because we interacted 
with it. Because it has its own rules and limitations. 
And it’s not us, even though it is us. And then it trans-
forms us and transforms the next thing that happens 
just by existing. You can’t really avoid being trained.” 

Eternally upbeat, Trecartin is 35 but looks boyish, a 
result perhaps of his steady diet of vitamins (he trav-
els with a suitcase dedicated to them) or his regimen 
of cryotherapy, a treatment increasingly popular with 
elite athletes that involves entering a tank of nitro-
gen-iced air chilled to a numbing 220 degrees below 
zero. “It triggers your genes to express themselves in 
their survival mode,” he said. “The coolest part is the 
endorphins that get released in your brain to help you 
stay calm. When you get out, you’re giggling.” Fitch, 
34, is the more introverted of the pair, but her laid-
back manner belies her whip-smart instincts. The two 
bonded quickly as freshmen at the Rhode Island School 
of Design in 2000; ever since, they’ve shared their cre-
ative and domestic lives, though not as a couple. The 
value of friendship and Platonic love is a theme that 
runs through their work.

Who better, then, to embody their highly adaptive, 
hyperfriendly humanoid pets than social media queens 
Hadid and Jenner? The millennial offspring of reality-
TV momagers literally grew up on screens—Jenner 
beginning at 11 in the Kardashian family saga; Hadid 
as a toddler in Baby Guess ads. Their celebrity BFF-dom 
has generated its own moniker—KenGi—which has 
spawned a line of gold-plated kengi necklaces and 
serious cultural currency. “KenGi is basically the best-
best friendship of our generations. Plural,” a cheeky 
post on Buzzfeed quipped. “That means out of all 
current generations alive right now.” It’s a friendship 
venerated on Instagram (Jenner’s followers number 
almost 66 million; Hadid’s 23 million), though, really, 
on every digital platform you’ll find images of them 

“twinning,” sauntering in matching gear, their private 
lives increasingly mediated to fit the public construct 
they’ve created. “It’s both a friendship and a public 
commodity to be consumed,” Fitch noted. The artists 
wanted the feeling between the model duo to come 
across as “obnoxiously friendly and caring,” Trecartin 
had advised before the shoot. “Not campy, Old Navy–
friendly, or stilted fashion-world friendly—but acces-
sible, in a way that feels unusual.”

On the morning of the shoot, Hadid and Jenner sat 
in makeup chairs, scrolling through their iPhones and 
talking while their hair, nails, and faces were tended to. 

“I’d be so down for Roscoe’s for lunch,” Hadid said 
suddenly. 

“Yeah, definitely down for Roscoe’s,” Jenner replied 
without looking up. 

It was an hour before filming was to begin and 
Trecartin moseyed in to give them the lines of dia-
logue he planned to shoot. He was wearing black cut-
off shorts, an old T-shirt, orange ankle socks, and New 
Balance sneakers. His plan called for the two models to 
jump out of a tent and discover that they were wearing 
identical dresses and sandals by Louis Vuitton. As with 
the actors in his films, Trecartin would feed each of the 
models a few words and have them repeat them over 
and over, so he could later pick the options he liked 
best. Jenner laughed as she scanned their characters’ 
alternating dialogue: “This is hilarious and sounds like 
us. Geej, you’ll love it. Listen.” She read aloud: “It’s 
bonkers how often we finish each other’s emotional 

head space…Yeah, I was just about to cry. I bet you too. 
I know, me too, like when was the last time we didn’t 
feel together too ha-ha…” 

All was not quite as cozy on the wardrobe front. To 
help translate their raffish sensibility, the artists had 
invited along the pop singer, stylist, and extreme-
sports enthusiast Lauren Devine—their “fashion whis-
perer,” as Trecartin called her. Devine has appeared in 
one of their films, along with a crew of regulars that 
includes the fashion designer Telfar Clemens and the 
performance artist Jesse Hoffman. She was dressed 
in a white tank, basketball shorts, and high-tops. The 
artists had made many of their wardrobe selections in 
advance, after reviewing images culled by W. Trecartin 
had digitally scribbled red lines and typed “NAW” in 
neon over several; others he simply blacked out. As 
Devine perused the racks of clothes and accessories, she 
rejected many an item with “No, they won’t like this,” 
referring to Trecartin and Fitch, much to the dismay of 
W’s stylist. Alighting on a blue beaded bag and shoes by 
 Christopher Kane, she said, “This could be cool with 
the Walmart outfit we brought,” at once buoying and 
deflating the stylist’s optimism. The tension eased only 
after Trecartin suddenly announced, “We need a cute 
puppy!” a thought prompted by seeing puppy pictures 
on  Jenner’s phone. He wanted the cover image to con-
vey “more pet-ness,” he told me, though the set itself 
was upholstered in pet-furniture carpeting meant to 
evoke what Trecartin called “a cat fish tank.” Before 
long, a beagle puppy was added to the scene, and, so 
too, was Devine, who was whisked into makeup-and-
wardrobe and transformed into a human-dog hybrid. 

Trecartin and Fitch employ multiple cameras to cre-
ate overlapping points of view. While shooting the raft 
image, the W photographer was focused on keeping 
Jenner and Hadid centered in the fixed frame and kept 
pushing Hoffman to the fringes. “Jesse was supposed 
to be the humanoid from another planet who was the 
owner in the relationship,” Trecartin said the next day. 

“But because the photo guy kept telling him, ‘You’re 
blocking Kendall,’ he looks like he’s a paparazzo or a 
tour guide. At first we thought, Wait, this is all wrong.” 
But then they understood it as an opportunity to adapt, 
seeing the competing agendas as “an obstacle” that 
would generate new ideas in the editing process. As 
is their practice, they would shape the material only 
when they saw all of the images and footage. Then they 
would use the full range of editing software to combine 
bits from various takes and enhance or introduce ele-
ments (a stunt chicken, say, or a body part), to create 
a fully charged visual assault. 

Trecartin shot the footage for his 2013 film Junior 
War in 1999, when he was a high school senior in rural 
Ohio. Whenever he’d pull out his handheld camera, he 
recalled, “everyone’s instinct was ‘Why are you filming? 
No one should see what we’re doing. Don’t narc.’ ” By the 
time he had finished his senior thesis at Rhode Island 
School of Design (RISD), in 2004, performing for the 
camera had become second nature—for him and every-
one else. Titled A  Family Finds Entertainment, the work 
was a video he made with art-school friends who embod-
ied the poseurs, avatars, and wannabes of contemporary 
Internet culture. The film presaged YouTube, and won 
him art world cult status—not to mention a berth in the 
2006  Whitney Biennial, at the age of 25. 

In more recent work, such as Priority Innfield, char-
acters operate more like players in a networked system. 
For Site Visit (2014), a group-expedition-type horror 
movie that was filmed in a former Masonic temple in 
Los Angeles, the artists created a 360-degree shooting PE
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Floater Costs, 2016

Opposite, clockwise, from left: Kendall Jenner wears Eres bikini;  
Hood by Air lace-lock button up and puffer scarf; Philipp Plein pants; 

Alexander Wang bag; Louis Vuitton boots; prosthetic nose from  
Naimie’s Beauty Center (throughout). Gigi Hadid wears Hood by Air  

Atelier harness; Onia swimsuit top; Hood by Air monster trousers;  Louis 
Vuitton boots; prosthetic nose from Naimie’s Beauty Center (throughout); 

makeup artist’s own prosthetic ears (throughout). Jesse Hoffman  
wears T-shirt from Ohio; his own Janiva Ellis dress; his own glasses. 



environment by mounting cameras on mobile props, 
outfitting the actors with GoPros and other extreme-
sports cameras, and by casting drones, night-vision 
cameras, and 3-D Handycams as actors in the scene. 
At one point, they synced 22 cameras, all in an effort 
to explore how different realities coexist in the same 
location. “People still want to know which is the main 
camera,” Trecartin said. “And when there is no main 
camera, all of a sudden all those languages they had 
developed for it collapse, and people are in a confus-
ing new space.” Their use of drones was a result of 
Fitch’s obsession with survivalist and ecotourism gear. 
Fitch taught herself to fly one during shooting and 
even took a phone video of herself with a drone on a 
leash. “You basically tell them how you want them to 
behave,” she said. 

This past summer, the artists spent a 14-hour day at 
Cedar Point amusement park, a mecca for roller coaster 
enthusiasts in Sandusky, Ohio, and, coincidentally, a 
favorite teenage haunt of theirs. Trecartin longs to 
one day make his own roller coaster, and he described 
in breathless detail the harrowing thrill of riding one 
with the highest g-force legally permissible—or so he 
thought. They were there to research a movie-ride 
game they plan to make as a commission. “As movies 
and games merge, the tension between them will have 
to do more with the type of agency you have,” Trecartin 
said. “Like, are you taken along for a ride, or do you 
have to participate, or is it somewhere in between? And 
so, we were thinking about how rides relate to movies. 
Because you participate, you’re physically involved, but 
it’s not like you choose your own adventure.”

The two are famously peripatetic, but for now they 
live in a ranch house in Burbank that they share with 
their four cats and Fitch’s partner, Sergio Pastor, a com-
puter whiz who works with the pair. Nearby is their 
9,000-square-foot studio, located in a neighborhood 
packed with fabrication studios for the entertainment 
industry. The day I visited, Fitch led me on a tour of 
the rambling space, which was littered with props and 
furniture from past films: a piano, and a broken-down 
Barcalounger and bench from the Masonic temple. Out-
side, there was a cage, a pickup truck filled with parts 
of a bed, and an old van they had driven for years and 
used as a prop in several works. The artists sit opposite 
each other in their “office,” Trecartin at a bank of moni-
tors. Their division of labor is not defined: Trecartin 
generally writes the scripts and directs and edits the 
movies in which they both appear, and collaborates 
with Fitch on the sculptural environments, props, 
sets, makeup, and costumes. Still, Fitch weighs in on 
all parts of the process, and their back-and-forth is so 
essential to their work, both agree, that they liken their 
collaboration to a jazz ensemble, alternating solos when 
one of them wants to take the lead. As it happens, both 
play music—Fitch, keyboard and drums, and Trecartin, 
piano. At RISD they composed music on a computer for 
their band Experimental People, and their electronic 
scores have played an important role in their films. This 
month, for the first time, they will present a program 
of new sonic compositions and live sound as part of 
the Jason Moran–curated series Artists Studio, at New 
York’s Park Avenue Armory. They will be joined by 
instrumentalists and collaborators, including Ashland 
Mines, the Los Angeles composer and cult DJ.

For the W cover image, the artists had brought along 
friendship bracelets they’d picked up in Mexico woven 
with the words fuck trump. They envisioned Jenner 
and Hadid popping out of the tent drinking Tecate 
beer, with the bracelets on their arms. But during 
the shoot, “the bracelets kept getting pushed aside,” 
Trecartin said. “I thought there must be a reason.” 

“Well, there’s  Kendall’s dad,” offered Fitch, referring to 
Caitlyn  Jenner, the world’s most famous trans woman. 

“She was at the Republican Convention.” “Oh, yeah,” 
Trecartin replied. “Caitlyn’s staunchly  Republican.” 
For a moment, we all mused on the irony of her 
affiliation, given the politics surrounding  Caitlyn’s 
 transformation—and that of many others—into her 
authentic self. “Like, so weird!” Trecartin broke in, 
laughing. “Well, it makes for good TV, I guess.” 

Under Said, 2016

Clockwise, from left: Hadid wears Telfar top and jeans. Lauren  
Devine wears Telfar “Customer” T-shirt; Fendi shorts; artists’ 
 own hat. Jenner wears Telfar shirt and shorts; TASI Designs  
for FTS Solo cup earrings. All glasses from Target.

Hair by Recine for Rodin; makeup and special effects makeup  
by Sammy Mourabit for Make Up for Ever; manicures by Marisa 
Carmichael for Formula X at Streeters. 

TRECARTIN AND FITCH HAVE LONG BEEN INTERESTED IN THE 
DYNAMIC BETWEEN PEOPLE AND COMPANION ANIMALS—

JENNER AND HADID ARE SUPERFRIENDLY, HIGHLY ADAPTIVE 
DOMESTICATED PETS IN A HUMANOID ZOO.



Pitch Flare, 2016

From left: Hoffman wears T-shirt from Ohio; his own Janiva Ellis 
dress; his own hand-painted shoes. Jenner wears Marni jacket; 
DKNY Pure track pants; Rosamosario plastic bralette; 
American Apparel bra (underneath); MSGM bag; Darkfin 
gloves; FTS skid rim pigtail trucker hat from the movie Mark  
Trade. Hadid wears Jonathan Simkhai sports bra; Bally pants; 
69 hat; Eddie Borgo choker; Darkfin gloves.



Captcha Off, 2016

Hadid wears Emilio Pucci jacket and bodysuit; Prada shorts; 
Louis Vuitton boots. On animated figures: Evolve underwear 
(on head); other clothing from Ohio. In hands (right): TASI 
Designs antler necklace. For stores, prices, and more, go to 
Wmag.com/where-to-buy-november-2016.

Open Horse, 2016 

Jenner wears Moschino bikini;  
Escada Sport jacket; Versace 

pants; Corona Collection  
hat; Christopher Kane bag.



	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

WATCH RYAN TRECARTIN AND LIZZIE 
FITCH'S W MAG COVER STORY VIDEO 
STARRING KENDALL JENNER AND GIGI 
HADID 
 
	  
Carey O'Donnell 
10/21/16 at 12:05PM 
 
	  
Kendall Jenner and Gigi Hadid are the stars of a totally inspired new W Mag 10th 
anniversary art issue cover story, directed by acclaimed and revered multimedia artists 
Ryan Trecartin and Lizzie Fitch. Fitch and Trecartin, long-time collaborators, whose often 
frightening work encompasses and lampoons social consciousness with technology and 
social media, envision Jenner and Hadid--real life BFFs--has wistful "domesticated 
humanoid pets." 



	  

Using their trademark voice modifiers, Trecartin and Fitch have the young supermodels 
rambling on about "being a package deal" and the joys of drinking water and running 
around the backyard; all while frenetic, beatific music blares in the background. The clip 
descends into howling, wind-swept madness. 

The artist duo also directed the cover shoot (which stars NYC artist and one of 
Trecartin's muses, Lauren Devine):	  	  

	   	  



They explained their inspiration comes from the idea of technology domesticating us, as 
much as we've domesticated our varied pets. 

"There's a certain power that animals have over us when they respond to us in 
unexpected, friendly ways," says Trecartin. "And it's really them domesticating us 
almost more than us domesticating them, because they're training us to want 
them. Training and taming something is not one-sided. We created social media, 
but then it changed us because we interacted with it. It transforms us and 
transforms the next thing that happens just by existing. You can't really avoid 
being trained." 

The two artists also see Kendall and Gigi, their friendship, and their respective brands, 
as a perfect representation of this symbiotic relationship: 

Fitch and Trecartin were also intrigued by the friendship between Jenner and 
Hadid, and the way their identities have morphed into a combined idea of 
friendship, known as "KenGi." The millennial offspring of reality-TV momagers 
literally grew up onscreen — Jenner beginning at 11 in the Kardashian family 
saga, Hadid as a toddler in Baby Guess ads. "It's both a friendship and a public 
commodity to be consumed," says Fitch. 

Watch some of the duo's other videos below: 

	  





138 BOMB 135138 
Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin, still from untitled work in progress. Copyright Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin. Images 
courtesy of Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York and Regen Projects, Los Angeles unless otherwise noted.

Ryan Trecartin by Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer
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More than a decade of ontologically oracular and 
hilariously hyper-cogitated collaborative moviemaking 
has proven Ryan Trecartin to be a major and enduring 
force of contemporary culture—the flux capacitor 
powering our collective travels through various 
virtual realities. Since we last talked a few years ago, 
Trecartin’s been firing on all cylinders: with longtime 
creative partner Lizzie Fitch, he presented a multi-
movie, multi-room installation called Priority Innfield at 
the 55th Venice Biennale in 2013. It was the beginning 
of a large, ongoing series of narratively linked movies, 
soundscapes, objects, and sculptural theaters that 
expanded the following year to include SITE VISIT at 
Kunst-Werke Institute for Contemporary Art in Berlin 
and Ledge at Regen Projects in Los Angeles. Oh, and I 
almost forgot, he also contributed to and co-curated the 
New Museum’s 2015 Triennial, Surround Audience, with 
Lauren Cornell.
 I caught up with the artist at his LA studio, a low 
brick building on San Fernando Road with an expansive 
open workspace in back and a cluster of offices in front, 
where he was holed up editing new movies for the as- 
yet-untitled mega-project’s latest installment, which will 
be on view at Andrea Rosen Gallery in New York this 
spring. Littered with countless sticks of sweet-smelling 
palo santo, the editing room had a bay of computers in 
the middle and a bed in the corner for long nights. We 
settled in. —Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer
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  i

 ii

(i) Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin, Ledge, 2014, sculptural theater with 6-channel HD Video and 5.1 soundtrack, 3D anima-
tions with Rhett LaRue, 49 minutes, 24 seconds, dimensions variable. Copyright Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin. Photo by 
Joshua White, (ii) Still from CENTER JENNY, 2013, HD Video, 53 minutes, 15 seconds. Copyright Ryan Trecartin. 
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SARAH LEHRER-GRAIWER   Last time we talked, in early 
  2013 or something, you were in the middle of editing a 

new piece, as you are now. It’s a strange time to talk 
about the work because so much happens in editing. 
And about a minute ago you were telling me how, this 
past year, you moved studios and your home.

RYAN TRECARTIN   Yeah, we did a ton of moving. We moved 
  our house to Burbank, and then we moved our Burbank 

studio to Glassell Park. We originally rented our last 
house to double as a studio, but for the Venice Bienniale 
project, we needed a studio to create those particular 
sets. We ended up liking having a studio in which we 
could build sculptures and different things that don’t 
work in a domestic setting. We go in and out of wanting 
a separate studio space. Right now we want one, but I 
can feel us already going back to wanting a house and 
getting rid of the studio. (laughter) Moving’s fun.

SLG  Moving’s fun? Who says that? (laughter) Moving’s the 
worst. 

RT  I was getting depressed about the fact that I lived in 
that Los Feliz house for five years. Even growing up, I’ve 
never lived in a house longer than that. I don’t like making 
projects in the same places. 

SLG  Like a new place is inspiring and exciting for ideas, even 
if it’s just an empty warehouse?

RT  Yeah, even if there’s nothing culturally different about it. 
It can be architecture that changes and that’s it. We’ve 
been talking about moving to a different city again.

SLG  This makes me think of your interest in people born in 
the mid–’80s and their relationship to media. Now that 
generation is growing up. Maybe it’s not yet happening 
in your circle, but these past couple years, a lot of friends 
are having babies, you know? 

   So I wonder, Can ways of living stay the same? Do 
you want them to? This settling down, employing people, 
having a staff—is it part of getting older and your interest 
in the generational?

RT Well, I’m not really interested in things staying the same.

SLG Even if your mode is constant change.

RT  It doesn’t yet feel like settling down, but if it did, I might 
not like it. We’re not interested in the same things as 
before—I say we meaning a lot of different things, but 
right now I’m talking about Lizzie and me primarily. When 
it comes to youth, I’ve always enjoyed it as a topic or a 
mode, and not necessarily as an age-related thing. It’s 
more about the relationship to self and culture, and nego-
tiations of freedom. 

   Although I do think about when people were born 

in sort of an algorithmic way. It’s interesting that people 
born at different moments in time have different relation-
ships to ideas. It doesn’t mean everyone in that age group 
has the same relationship—there’s the general flow and 
then the margins. 

SLG  Youth as an attitude or a relationship to freedoms or self-
formation makes sense. This is a side note, but I want to 
say that reimmersing myself in your work reminds me 
just how much it affects me on the level of permissive-
ness and what’s possible. It’s amazingly generative. 

RT  K-Hole, who were in the Triennial, wrote something on 
the youth mode that’s like what you’re describing. 

SLG  You’ve busied yourself with looking at a wide range of 
practices and artists, having co-curated the Triennial. I 
would imagine that is very different from being in the 
studio. What was that process like? 

RT  I’m still digesting the experience. Working with Lauren 
was amazing. She traveled a lot, and did so many studio 
visits. Then she would present them all and we would 
talk about them. She really allowed me to continue being 
an artist. I got to glean all this amazing research and 
have a huge say in it, which was incredible. And that 
opportunity came at a moment when the artists we were 
researching were not that far from me generationally. But 
my mind is far from that right now . . .

SLG  If it’s too far away, we’ll move on. 

RT  I think it’s important not to be too focused on past work 
when you’re creating new work, so I have purposely 
been trying to forget stuff temporarily. Like, I practice for-
getting things, and then I have to try to remember them 
again later. 

SLG  How does that work?

RT  Something’s a thought-loop, so I picture it and then I 
remove it. 

SLG  Can you do that all in your head? Or do you keep a 
notebook? 

RT I do, but I don’t go back and read my notes much. 

SLG  At least once you get an idea down, then you can let 
yourself forget, because it’s down somewhere.

RT  I mean, I love remembering, too—but sometimes you 
have to forget in order to grow. Or something will 
reemerge because you pushed it away, and it comes 
back in a different form. That’s a big part of the way we 
make movies. Things that we thought were over sneak 
back in a different form, even just words and phrases. 
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SLG  So this new work that you’re editing uses footage shot at 
the Masonic temple on Wilshire Boulevard, the one that 
the Marciano brothers are turning into a museum. 

RT  Remember when we first met, I was talking about start-
ing a new phase?

SLG  Yes, CENTER JENNY (2013) was the beginning of a new 
large body of work.

RT  Well, the catalyst for this new phase was Junior War 
(2013), and CENTER JENNY was part of that. That thing 
sprawled the fuck all over, and we’re still in that phase, 
basically. 

   The temple is this strange building that has the 
logic almost of a convention center and of all the spaces 
in a hotel that aren’t hotel rooms. It’s like a club; there are 
these big hallways that are way too big, and no windows.

SLG  Did you know you were going to be shooting at the 
temple when you were doing CENTER JENNY and  
the movies that made up the Priority Innfield (2013) 
installation?

RT  No, not at all. The opportunity actually came from 
Maurice Marciano seeing Priority Innfield in Venice. He 
had just gotten the temple. It was the most amazing ges-
ture. He gave us the key, basically, and said, “I’m going 
to demolish the inside of this, do whatever you want 
until we start the renovations.” It was an actual free-
for-all for three months. He left us alone and gave us an 
opportunity to be creative—

SLG —and take a hammer to the mirrors and the sinks. 

RT  Yeah, there were just a couple of obvious rules, like, 
“Don’t destroy the mosaics,” which we wouldn’t have 
done anyway, so it all flowed perfectly. That space 
hijacked the project. It threw in this other element, and 
then the whole thing expanded.

SLG  You and Lizzie had mapped out a big trajectory for the 
work and knew what was going to happen in upcoming 
installments, and then that changed. 

RT  I don’t know if it’s subconscious, but we always throw 
in something that completely changes projects. Then it’s 
like we’re making something for the first time again. I’m 
glad it happens, but there are a ton of movies from that 
footage that have never been edited . . . 

SLG From the temple, or from before?

RT  From before, from the Burbank shoots. I still plan on edit-
ing them. There’s also this character, Mark Trade, who 
Murphy Maxwell plays—we did a road trip right after 
Venice and shot a bunch of stuff with him. We returned 

to the lake where we’d shot Tommy Chat Just E-Mailed 
Me in 2005, and shot some scenes there. A long time ago 
we started to film a movie there that we never edited. 
So this new body of work has footage from different 
years: from 2013 to now, from 2005, and even from high 
school. I don’t think this is going to wrap up the way Any 
Ever (2009–10) did. After the Andrea Rosen Gallery show 
and the show that DIS is curating at the Berlin Biennial, 
there will still be more that we can make from this body 
of work. We might just move on and then come back to 
it later, who knows? There’s always stuff on the cutting 
room floor. I can’t believe I said “cutting room floor”! 

SLG  There’s nothing on the floor anymore. (laughter) So this 
body of work has become extremely open-ended.

RT  Yes. We developed it so we have more to mine later on.

SLG Both the Burbank shoot and the temple shoots?

RT  Yeah. Part of them being inspired by this night-vision foot-
age from high school has to do with the relationship to the 
camera. A few years ago, we were starting to think about 
new capture technologies as well as syncing software and 
360-degree cameras, and the way cameras like GoPros, 
for example, can be put in multiple places. We developed 
a 360-degree set to capture stuff in the surround. People 
have gotten really savvy about how to act for a single 
camera; everyone has their own palette of languages and 
modes of behaving and interacting with a single camera. 
When you throw into the mix a whole bunch of differ-
ent capture technologies, all activated at the same time, 
people are in a new space again—they don’t know how to 
act for a virtual-reality setting yet. It’s funny, in Burbank, 
when we first started shooting in this way, planning to 
sync a ton of cameras, this thing would happen where 
everyone shooting would end up sort of in the same spot, 
almost getting the same shot. I was still coming out of a 
way of directing that was for the single shot, for the edit. 

   Then once we got into the temple shoots, we’d 
already had that experience, so the people with the cam-
eras would kind of drift off and get distracted constantly. 
Everyone had this mentality that someone else was cap-
turing what needed to be captured, which freed them up. 
There are so many shots where the person’s acting, and 
no one’s capturing it. People were capturing these other 
things.

SLG That’s amazing.

RT  So there was a shift in the primary focus of an action. We 
started focusing more on context as being the main char-
acter of the movie, rather than on individual personalities. 
And we used different characters and their behaviors as 
tools and utensils for the free will of the context rather 
than of the individual.
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(i, ii, iv) Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin, stills from Site Visit, 2014, sculptural theater with 6-channel movie, 5.1 
soundtrack, and multi-channel sound installation (total duration 49 minutes, 24 seconds). 3D Animations with Rhett 
LaRue.  Dimensions variable. Copyright Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin. Courtesy of Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York, 
Regen Projects, Los Angeles, and Sprüth Magers, Berlin. 
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SLG Oh, wow.

RT  So it became really hard to edit. (laughter) It’s producing 
a different editing language for us. Everything feels new 
again. 

SLG  Were the temple shoots the first time you used GoPros 
and drones?

RT  Yeah, and on the road trip. In Burbank we used cameras, 
mics, and a bunch of different small handheld cameras 
that were consumer-friendly, go-on-a-vacation, home-
movie style cameras; they weren’t coming out of the 
extreme-sports communities. 

   Then Lizzie started getting obsessed with all the 
gear people use—survivalist gear, eco-tourism gear, 
stuff like that. One day she just bought a drone, and we 
became obsessed with it. We got little ones, big ones.

SLG  Are there still bigger, industry cameras being used in the 
temple, or is it all drones, GoPros, and portable cameras?

RT  In the temple we pretty much used all these very por-
table ones, and things like the 5D-cameras, which are 
portable too. They can do so much, but I hate using them 
because they don’t have autofocus while you’re shooting. 

SLG  I read in the press release for Ledge that there were up to 
fourteen cameras shooting a scene. The effect is intense. 
And it seems like a logical extension of your ideas ques-
tioning where a self even lies, or on the multiplication of 
points of view that creates a hive mind, or a collective 
vision. You said the context became the priority, more 
than any story or individual. Are context and collective 
sight the same thing?

RT  No, but they’re related. In the temple shoots, for instance, 
one of the themes is that different layers of time and dif-
ferent realities coexist in the same location. There are 
these characters in gaming outfits—they’re all in green 
with a target on the back, referencing first-person 
shooter games. I was thinking of them as Anticipators. 
They’re almost the equivalent of a wallflower at a party; 
their mode is to anticipate and define the limits of a given 
reality, but they aren’t necessarily engaged. They verge 
on becoming hosts, but they aren’t quite hosts, so they’re 
ghosts, you know? And they aren’t players either.

SLG  Are they a bit different from the Witness category of 
characters in Priority Innfield who wear the same sweat-
shirt and carry cameras?

RT  Yeah, but it’s relative. There’s this idea of bird-watch-
ing as a metaphor for surveilling surveillance, basically 
watching back. One of the layers in the temple is a his-
toric national park full of tickle animals—animals that 
went extinct appear in animated, user-friendly mode. 

And there are people in this area referred to as Natural 
Citizens too; it’s a play on words.  

SLG Natural Citizens?

RT  Yeah, citizenship combined with the word natural is a 
little twisted. The character Mark Trade, who is a Natural 
Citizen from this place, is always talking about bird-
watching. The Anticipators sort of define the parameters 
of a situation. They have access to all the layers of the 
temple, and they talk about time as if things are going to 
happen and also as if they’ve already happened simulta-
neously. They are almost like the access class—they have 
access to everything—but in their zombie state, all they 
can do is articulate their authority and their privileges. 
They end up not really having any authority.  

SLG They don’t effect change.

RT  They can’t. To do so they would have to actually become 
involved with one of the realities, and if they did, they 
would no longer be able to witness the entirety of all the 
realities. Then they’d be players, or guests, and would no 
longer be in this sort of omni-ghost mode. Ideas about 
permissions and privileges show up in this body of work 
a lot, not just in the way we think of privilege in the cul-
ture—as in white privilege—but also in terms of what the 
word can mean in different contexts. Like in software, 
there are permissions. 

SLG Settings, all those kinds of things.  

RT  Yeah, so I am trying to explore power dynamics and how 
some get and use their power, paralleling that with ideas 
of evolution, pets, dogs, and how things become domes-
ticated. Those are the big themes. I’m also interested in 
the feeling of being trapped, and in using helplessness 
recreationally.

   How people get different forms of access is not 
really explored in these movies, it’s just implied that 
almost all the characters are proxies, in some way. 
They’re a bit stagnant and lack the fluidity of the char-
acters in Any Ever—they’re pawns, but they’re being 
accessed somehow, and the Accessors are always talk-
ing about things in terms of feelings.

SLG  Are the Accessors the Anticipators, or different classes?

RT  It’s unclear on purpose, because I want people to wonder if 
these roles and modes are inherent to different characters, 
or if they are just shells and proxies. And if they are just 
the parameters of those shells, can anyone access those 
shells? That part is explored more in the Venice work . . . 

SLG  Well, the idea of characters being ambiguously them-
selves or just a temporary vessel to access is certainly 
something you’ve primed us for in previous works. 
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There’s a total instability as to what a self or an I or a per-
son is, and it seems like it could change in the blink of an 
eye. A character could be as determined by a certain wig 
as by a line of dialogue as by a contact lens—these differ-
ent cues temporarily designate character, and identity is 
pretty fluid.

RT  We’re following the transformations of the character less 
now—the focus is on the structure. But thinking about, 
say, I-Be Area (2007), in that piece, I-Be goes through 
different transformations. You’re following the linearity of 
I-Be sprawling throughout the movie, following the con-
cept of that person, the accumulation of that person’s 
existence, and the way it’s maintained through all of its 
shared experiences. Whereas now, we’re looking at the 
vessel much more, like in a game. 

SLG  Like an avatar.

RT Yeah, like an avatar. 

SLG  When you were describing the temple shoot, you said 
there are different coexisting realities. How do parallel 
realities relate to physical space?

RT  When I was scripting this work, I was thinking of it 
almost as an abandoned area. You know, these haunted-
house movies where a group of teenagers go to a place 
they’re not supposed to and spend a night there. They 
start with a dare or an urban legend. Everyone acts like 
it’s a joke, but they’re still a little scared. So I started 
thinking about these scary movie tropes with all this 
different capture technology, and about how at some 
point we’re going to be able to capture not just differ-
ent viewpoints but the raw data of an entire experience. 
Potentially, we will capture how different people in a 
room are feeling, how their feelings are generated, and 
also their various relationships to atmosphere, texture, 
color . . . 

SLG Is this where you see virtual reality going?

RT  Way down the line, yeah. There could be a merger of 
future virtual reality technologies and future capture 
technologies. If the multiplicity of subjective experiences 
in a single instance can be recorded, what would that 
do to memory? What would the role of remembering 
anything be? In terms of different events, which would 
mean more: the actual things that happened or the way 
everyone felt when they happened? It will be so easy to 
see what actually happened that the interpretation will 
always be more interesting. 

   The same goes for experiencing something from 
different perspectives. If you can actually recall other 
people’s experiences and go through them yourself, then 
maybe in the future it will be offensive to talk as if you’re 
not the same as someone else. 

SLG Far out, but I get it.

RT  What were we talking about?

SLG  I asked if these different realities are tied to geographical 
space. Does physical space mean anything? 

RT  You know how people talk about making an architec-
ture in your head where you can place things as a way to 
remember them? It actually works.

SLG You’ve done it? The memory palace is from the Greeks.

RT  Yeah, I naturally do that. 
   I was thinking about these containers of recol-

lections, where somebody can access a period of time 
and experience it from all these different perspectives. 
If time can be recorded in such an expansive way, then 
the future and the past will completely merge into one 
sprawling form. Both will be as set in stone as they are 
malleable, because if you can navigate something that 
already happened and alter it and create versions of it, 
how’s that any different from a new event, whatever that 
might mean? So I was thinking about these structures 
and how they could be equivalent to a haunted house 
or an abandoned building. Like an abandoned piece of 
the recollection is mismanaged, it doesn’t add up, it has 
holes in its capture technology.

SLG  Every recollection is like that.

RT  Yeah, but imagine if it weren’t like that, and then you 
have an experience that isn’t fully formed. Potentially 
you’d lose your ability to pull out, or stay part of that 
experience. You would not be able to switch between 
modes anymore because you’d get locked into a role or 
a loop.

SLG  Because there are bugs in the system. Is that scary to 
you? I never get the sense that there’s judgment attached 
to any of these developments you are anticipating. That’s 
comforting, because a lot of these speculations you’re 
offering feel so ominous and potentially ripe for abuse 
and manipulation. 

RT  Everything is. It’s part of the culture. It’s not like this isn’t 
already happening.

SLG I want to hear about the animations and the tickle pets. 

RT  During the Burbank shoots, which led to CENTER JENNY, 
Comma Boat (2013), and Item Falls (2013), animation 
was a big thing. It’s been the theme in all of our movies, 
though I’ve always thought of animation conceptually. 
Animation is part of our evolutionary arc as a species; 
it’s still primitive—the seeds of a complicated relationship 
that we’re going to have with artificial intelligence. 
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   I’ve always been interested in ideas of companion-
ship and in pet culture and the way in which different 
people view animals. There are therapy dogs, emotional 
support dogs, incredible news stories about evolution 
and how maybe dogs domesticated humans instead of 
the other way around . . . And then cats have such a differ-
ent relationship with us—their relationship to the Internet 
is so interesting. They have a stronger domesticated rela-
tionship to the Internet than they do to us. 

SLG  Isn’t there a symbiotic parasite in cat poop that makes 
humans act crazy? 

RT Maybe. I mean, I’m obsessed with cats. We have four.

SLG  There are moments where science and weird voodoo 
actually match up. 

RT  Yeah, I believe it. With the tickle animals, I was thinking 
about what would happen if we started altering species 
for everyone to get along better. All dynamics would be 
similar to those between dogs and people, or cats and 
people.

   I don’t know why I came up with the term “tickle 
animals.” It has to do with cartoons or the animated ver-
sion of a dynamic. Like back when we were kids there 
were a lot of people who thought it was problematic that 
Disney was making polar bears smile and stuff like that. 
But what if there were de-extinction? What if we started 
bringing back these super-friendly species, with all the 
predatoriness taken away?

SLG  They’d be domesticated in relation to what we want: our 
pleasure. But there’s a two-way street of evolution—the 
animals would be engineered to become tickle animals 
and, at the same time, we as humans would be evolving 
in response to that. 

RT  This is just an idea of one of the layers inside of this 
recollection. The temple is also a national park—a govern-
ment’s attempt to preserve a bunch of natural concepts. 
The idea of trying to preserve something in its natural 
state is an oxymoron, in a way, because to preserve 
nature, we’re required to, like, make a pet of it. And 
you’re acting as if you were not part of nature. 

SLG  The quarantining of nature is already messing with it. So, 
I was wondering about the tents in the natural habitat 
that’s abandoned— 

RT The national park, yes. 

SLG  They relate to the park and nature, but also to squatting, 
settlements, Occupy, encampments. 

RT  We’re using Occupy and an apocalyptic setting too, that’s 
why there’s this tent-row vibe. 

SLG A character refers to it as a disaster center.

RT  They’re constantly referring to the space as if some big 
event happened. It’s like there are all these docents roam-
ing around describing different histories. It’s the idea of 
big history folding back on itself and becoming this niche 
thing. And people are constantly kicked out of factions 
and such. It’s like the dynamic of the Occupy movement. 
I liked thinking about that word literally. To occupy some-
thing. To occupy a sensation or a history and then to be 
kicked out of it and be squatting near it and trying to 
reinvest in it. Once you’re out of it, you almost become 
a reality show version of it, because you’re constantly 
describing it—but who’s listening to you? It’s like you’re 
generating another reality. 

SLG  It becomes almost like a news broadcast, too. Occupy for 
sure comes up when you see the tent row in the temple, 
but also the current refugee crisis, and displacement—all 
of that seems wrapped up in it. 

RT  Yeah, and that weird continuum or blurring between the 
kennel, a zoo, a prison, or a camp. The word camp is so 
eerie. It could be all the things you just mentioned. 

   I can show you a little clip I was just working on. 
(Pulls up video clip on computer.) See how it has that 
kind of educational-video vibe? The Anticipators are con-
stantly explaining their perspective instead of just doing 
stuff. In our past movies, characters explain something 
as if the audience was not separate from them, but expla-
nation in the new work often gets stuck in broadcast 
mode, where a character talks at someone and not with 
someone, as if trying to reassert the fourth wall. It feels 
intentionally like a throwback, almost like a different way 
of talking is haunting the current moment. 

SLG  It’s like a classic reality-TV thing. Not unrelatedly, the 
characters also talk a lot about shit and turtle heading. 
An animation of a dog illustrates this for us at a certain 
point. What do you want to say about that?

RT  With the animated dogs in the movie, the idea of turtle 
heading is used as a metaphor for being on the verge of 
something and staying there—like placing a hold on it 
and indulging in the hold. It’s also the idea that having 
a bond with something on the verge of happening is so 
addictive that things are stopped from happening. 

   Think of it like parties. There are two kinds: those 
that are really fun because they weren’t planned, and 
the ones that were planned and were so much fun. But 
when you think about these second ones, the fun part 
was actually everything right before the party. It’s like 
the post-production and pre-production are more inter-
esting. I’m always trying to stay in the state of pre- and 
post-production. 
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Past and Future Camera:  
Lizzie Fitch and Ryan  

Trecartin’s New Movie 
 

by Brian Droitcour 
 

 

Ryan Trecartin: Temple Time, 2016, single-channel HD video, 49 minutes.  
Courtesy Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York. 

A nervous girl is sitting and fidgeting in a room. “Can you tell the difference between a camera and a 
camera?” asks an off-screen voice. The girl breaks her downcast gaze to furtively glance at the two 
cameras recording her. “Yes,” she whispers. This is one of the first scenes in Lizzie Fitch and Ryan 
Trecartin’s twenty-minute movie Permission Streak (2016). The question of cameras and the differences 
between them is one that Fitch and Trecartin may have asked themselves while editing their latest works. 
They used to shoot with one camera at a time and simulated a multiplicity of perspectives with montage. 
But in recent years their shoots have involved several handheld digital cameras, as well as drones 
(operated remotely by Fitch), and GoPros attached to actors’ bodies. 
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Permission Streak and the three other works in the “Site Visit” suite (all 2016), on view at New York’s 
Andrea Rosen Gallery through April 20, have all the hallmarks that Fitch and Trecartin’s movies are 
known for: disorienting editing and fragmented narratives; soundtracks with heavy bass and ambient 
noise; garish pancake makeup and K-Mart collage costuming; dialogue that sutures familiar 
colloquialisms and dictions into an alien creole; and the sculptural screening rooms constructed for 
gallery presentations, which use furnishings from Ikea and the Home Depot to remix the generic 
domestic environments where other audiences might be watching the same movies over the Internet. But 
the proliferation of footage sources is one of several stylistic innovations that make new movies like 
those in “Site Visit”—Temple Time, Permission Streak, Stunt Tank, and Mark Trade—strikingly 
different from earlier ones by the artists, who have been collaborating for fifteen years. Scenes have been 
shot outdoors using natural light. Some of the actors wear little to no makeup, and chose outfits from 
their everyday attire instead of donning ones designed by the artists and their crew. Earlier movies were 
carefully scripted, but the new ones include Trecartin’s directorial instructions, actors’ spontaneous 
commentary, flubbed lines, and physical bloopers. There’s also more physical movement. In the 
breakthrough suite “Any Ever” (2009–10), characters sat in one place and delivered monologues, but in 
“Site Visit,” they walk, explore, and perform stunts. Temple Time has GoPro footage of skydivers in 
freefall. Segments like this made the exhibition at times feel like the artists briefly leaped out of the 
tightly constructed world of their art for a gulp of fresh air. 

Many of the new developments in “Site Visit” were first introduced in “Priority Innfield,” a set of four 
movies that premiered at the 2013 Venice Biennale. They were inspired in part by Trecartin’s 
rediscovery of camcorder footage he shot in high school, which he edited into Junior War (2013) and 
released along with “Priority Innfield.” Junior War shows teenagers grappling with the oppressive 
freedom of white Midwestern suburbia. They tool around in minivans, vandalizing mailboxes, and 
strewing lawns with toilet paper. They confront the cops. They experiment with drugs and alcohol at 
house parties and raves in the woods. When Trecartin watched his old footage it struck him as a time 
capsule of obsolete attitudes toward being filmed. If high schoolers today are in the habit of sharing their 
downtime on Snapchat, in the nineties encountering a camera at a party was a surprise. (“Ancestors 
weren’t capture ready all the time,” as a character in Temple Time says.) Cries of “stop filming me!” and 
“don’t point that at me!” sound as a litany throughout Junior War. While the kids protest at first, 
Trecartin keeps his camera on them until they relax. One boy smiles, then looks nervously to either side, 
and then, indifferent, picks his nose. A girl who initially doesn’t want to be filmed confides to the camera 
once she’s drunk. Junior War is about adolescents testing the limits of their social environments and of 
their bodies, while simultaneously negotiating an unfamiliar regime of surveillance. 



Each body of work that Fitch and Trecartin have produced—sometime between the filming of Junior 
War and its postproduction—feels loosely affiliated with a certain genre of camerawork. A Family Finds 
Entertainment, 2004, is redolent of home videos made by kids with camcorders—as if Trecartin’s high-
school habits of cinematography lingered at the back of his mind even as he tried to invent new ones. 
The videos included in “Any Ever” (2007-2010)use the frontal directness of Skyping and vlogging, 
imagining the webcam’s lens as a means by which selfhood leaks into otherness and vice versa. Though 
the works Fitch and Trecartin have made since moving to Los Angeles in 2010 retain those flavors of 
social media and DIY video, they have more to do with Hollywood’s broadcast media. Most have been 
shot on a Burbank soundstage, or on location. The multiple people named Jenny in Center Jenny, 2013, 
part of “Priority Innfield,” run around screaming as they compete for an obscure prize, like contestants 
on a game show or reality TV. Temple Time feels more cinematic. It was shot in an abandoned Masonic 
Temple on Wilshire Boulevard, which the Marciano brothers (of clothing brand Guess) bought to house 
their art collection. They let Fitch and Trecartin run wild in the derelict space until renovations began in 
spring 2014. The temple’s urban ruin is a wilderness toTemple Time’s characters, who fill a cavernous, 
windowless ballroom with tents and bug out like they’re at Burning Man. The way they explore the 
dilapidated interior’s various levels recalls horror movies, action movies, and adventure shows for 
children. 

In a conversation last week, Fitch and Trecartin told me they think of the LA works—both in “Priority 
Innfield” and “Site Visit”—as being about gaming. While the exploratory mode of Temple Time has an 
affinity with fiction film, it also mimics the behavior of video-game avatars: seeking objects, identifying 
their purpose, finding the rules and limits of their world. (Rhett LaRue, who has acted in Fitch and 
Trecartin’s movies and worked extensively on their postproduction, has built a 3-D model of the 
Masonic temple using game-design software, and the artists plan to make a video game.) That orientation 
determines the characters’ attentive relationship to everything directly outside their bodies. They talk 
about what they see more than what they feel. That’s what makes the “Site Visit” movies different from 
“Any Ever,” where characters explore and transform their inner worlds by externalizing their 
imaginations. And if Trecartin’s high-school classmates in Junior War were actively, even violently, 
engaging with their physical environment yet timid and passive about being filmed, the characters 
in Temple Time are all too familiar with cameras but feel lost and amazed in the world. 

“How did this get here?” is to Temple Time what “Don’t film me” is to Junior War—but in Temple 
Time the characters are the ones who created the situation they’re in even if they don’t remember doing 
so. Everything is always new. “I went in the basement and I saw something so I got his camera,” one 
character, played by Trecartin, says, pointing to a GoPro on his head. “I’ve never used a toilet before,” 
says a guy loitering in a bathroom stall. In one of the tents in the ballroom-forest, a woman says: “It feels 



like someone is watching us.” She’s wearing a contact mic. The guy beside her says: “I’ve been filming 
you with this camera I just found.” The way the characters ofTemple Time move through their 
surroundings seems to double the way Fitch and Trecartin make art. The habits and modes of behavior 
catalyzed and normalized by cameras, by social media, and by reality TV have, in the artists’ eyes, 
hardened into artifacts. Those norms belong to a cluttered media environment where they exist as parts 
that the artists can observe with wonder, use, and discard before continuing to explore. 
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Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin, (Installation View), all images  © Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin,  

Courtesy Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York, Photos: Pierre Le Hors 

For their first exhibition at Andrea Rosen Gallery following the announcement of 

their representation by the New York dealer, Lizzie Fitch and Ryan Trecartin have delivered an 

ambitious debut, translating typical gallery experiences into a staggering, surreal encounter with 

cultural formats and blurred informational structures. Puzzling for those familiar with the gallery’s 
original architecture, the artists have realized a maze-like structure, composed of four conjoined 

chambers that usher visitors through a range of senses and perceptual exercises. Absorbingly eerie 

in their arcane interiors and radiant colors, each room installation compliments an 

equally disorienting video on view. Balanced between a corporate office room and suburban movie 

theater, one room suggests a considerably more traditional viewing experience, while another one 

asks viewers to perch on bar stools alongside faux rocks. 
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Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin, (Installation View) 

 
Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin, (Installation View) 

While the films often scrap narrative coherence, the viewing experience itself feels particularly 

focused around driving the content of each film forward.  Ever-shifting landscapes and overtly 

camp acting counter the changing physical contents of each viewing space, implementing vague 

auto-biographical references dispersed throughout each video, while also blending in references to 



teen slasher flicks, high school romantic-comedies, and the like, although loyalty to one genre or 

plotline rarely seems to limit the duo’s linguistic scope and formal inventions in narrative, character 

and setting.  

 

Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin, (Installation View) 

Since their graduation from Rhode Island School of Design in the early 2000s, Fitch and Trecartin 

have continued one of the most original and consistently strong collaborations in the contemporary 

art scene, while each maintains uniformly intriguing solo careers. The strength and reception for 

their collaborations, however, has been particularly enthusiastic, proven by their participations in 

some of the leading global venues including the Whitney Museum of American Art, the KW Institute 

for Contemporary Art, and the 55th Venice Biennale. 

The exhibition closes April 16th. 

Lizzie Fitch and Ryan Trecartin is on view at Andrea Rosen Gallery through April 20, 2016. 

— O.C. Yerebakan 
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Horror Movies Meet Reality TV in Lizzie 
Fitch and Ryan Trecartin’s New York Show 

ARTSY EDITORIAL 
BY  

IAN EPSTEIN 
APR 11TH, 2016 8:00 PM 

Installation view of Retreatery Butte (2016). Photo by Pierre Le Hors. © Lizzie Fitch / Ryan Trecartin. Courtesy of 
Andrea Rosen Gallery. 

When Maurice Marciano, one of the founders of the Guess clothing label, saw Lizzie Fitch and Ryan 
Trecartin’s sprawling, multi-channel video installation, Priority Innfield (2013), at the 55th Venice 
Biennale, the work struck a chord. Around this time, Marciano (who is also a major collector) 
purchased the landmarked Scottish Rite Masonic Temple on Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles with 
his brother Paul, with intentions of transforming it into into a private museum. Designed by 

https://www.artsy.net/artist/lizzie-fitch-slash-ryan-trecartin
https://www.artsy.net/artist/lizzie-fitch-slash-ryan-trecartin


California artist and architect Millard Sheets, the temple is an eccentric structure, spanning nearly 
90,000 square feet over four floors, including a 2,100-seat auditorium; it had become a decades-old 
time capsule, left largely unused since the 1990s. Marciano offered Fitch and Trecartin the 
opportunity to use the space for a future work—an opportunity the artists jumped at. And so, Fitch 
and Trecartin were given free reign of the sprawling structure, limited only by a simple request: 
Don’t destroy the mosaics. 
 
With the keys to the temple in hand, the duo and their collaborators had the ability to use the 
structure from the walls in. They chose to integrate what they recorded there with their growing 
archive of footage, which has come to supply the source material for their multi-screen installations. 
In their current exhibition, Fitch and Trecartin give a New York audience a glimpse of the latest 
results of this endeavor: a suite of four “sculptural theaters” accessed through a dark hallway at 
Andrea Rosen Gallery on 24th Street. The exhibition (which is Fitch and Trecartin’s first solo show 
with the gallery since they joined the roster in 2012) builds on the narratives of two previous 
works, Priority Innfield and Site Visit (2014)—the latter of which was the subject of Trecartin’s 
exhibition at KW Institute for Contemporary Art in 2014–15. 

Scottish Rite Masonic Temple, Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles, California (16). Photo by Ken Lund via Flickr. 

Upon entering the gallery, viewers are prompted to grab a set of headphones and immerse 
themselves in the duo’s high-velocity, madcap world. The majority of what is on display comes from 
video shot inside the temple, but it also draws on footage shot in the artists’ Burbank studio, on a 
road trip taken after the Venice Biennale, and clips from a grabbag of other time periods—some 
dating back to Trecartin’s high school years. Through editing, Trecartin mixes scenes from across 

https://www.artsy.net/kunste-werke


the archive of footage that he and Fitch have created over the course of their long collaboration. 
When the video cuts away to a new shot, it’s hard to tell whether the scene is starting over, picking 
up where a previous one left off, or moving on to a new one. 

At the temple, Fitch, Trecartin, and dozens of collaborators crowded into the building with GoPros, 
Handycams, DSLRs, drones, tripods—more or less every contemporary video capture technology 
available. Each person took on new and old vestiges of the artists’ ever-evolving, slippery characters; 
clad in shoddy costumes, wigs, and beauty products, they faced off against each other, wielding these 
different recording technologies. The plot they build is challenging, often slipping off into tangents 
and introducing new personalities. The acting is energetic, as individuals slide between roles 
constantly, destabilizing any sense of a fixed cast of characters. It almost feels as though the actors 
are trying to change faster than capture devices can record them. 

Installation view of Lake Anticipation (2016). Photo by Pierre Le Hors. © Lizzie Fitch / Ryan Trecartin. Courtesy of 
Andrea Rosen Gallery. 

Some of the action occurs on a conventional stage, which seems incidental—perhaps a passing nod 
to the the way things were in the days of single camera viewpoints and Hollywood scripts. True to 
Trecartin’s past working methods, the actors (who extend to include cameramen) follow abbreviated 
scripts until the the text ends, and then keep going. They set off smoke bombs and pilot drones 
down unlit hallways; they pop open beers, smoke pipes, and scream in glee and terror. They wreck 
everything from the walls in.  

The scenarios that unfold onscreen mix horror movie tropes with those of reality TV, recalling 
everything from The Bachelor or RuPaul’s Drag Raceto genre originators like MTV’s Fear. The 
sculptural theaters serve as connectors between artist and audience, effectively extending the world 



onscreen into the gallery. The largest room contains a broad wooden deck pierced by a few stray 
trees and laden with hunting equipment. The setup evokes both the predatory and the voyeuristic 
aspects of surveillance, while multiple feeds of video play on an enormous projected screen. An 
adjacent room offers a nautical setting, locating viewers on padded seating pulled from a pontoon 
boat (some seats even retain their cupholders). The environment emphasizes the ways in which we 
are simultaneously captive to media and transported by it—the way media can act as a vehicle that 
brings us into alternate realities. All four sculptural theaters present similar (though differently 
executed) arguments about our relationships to media. 

Installation view of Stunt Tank (2016). Photo by Pierre Le Hors. © Lizzie Fitch / Ryan Trecartin. Courtesy of Andrea 
Rosen Gallery. 
 
This layering of videos alongside elaborate viewing conditions invites viewers to engage in the 
exhibition, in a way that might resemble a “Choose Your Own Adventure” novel. But as viewers 
embark on one of several possible routes through the exhibition and gain access to Fitch and 
Trecartin’s dark, overwhelming world, the experience may become comparable to being a tourist in a 
big city without a map. As time elapses within the exhibition, a sense of suspense prevails, leaving 
the viewer yearning for answers and consumed by the chase. 

—Ian Epstein 

 

“Lizzie Fitch / Ryan Trecartin” is on view at Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York, Mar. 22–Apr. 

16, 2016. 
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Ryan Trecartin, Temple Time, 2016, single-channel HD video, 49 minutes 23 seconds. 
©RYAN TRECARTIN/COURTESY ANDREA ROSEN GALLERY, NEW YORK AND REGEN PROJECTS, LOS ANGELES 
 

Hyped-up, fast-paced filmmaking has become the norm—Mad Max: Fury Road, this year’s Oscar 

winner for editing, packs 2,700 cuts into its two-hour runtime. But even by George Miller’s standards, 

Lizzie Fitch and Ryan Trecartin’s turbo-charged videos are excessive. Most shots don’t last more than 

half a second, and, in the rare cases when they do, the camera is in constant motion. The work rarely 

contains a plot. Sexually and morally ambiguous characters simply jabber on about nothing in 

nondescript spaces that mirror the environments Fitch and Trecartin have constructed for the viewers to 

immerse themselves in the work. These environments often include bland household furniture installed 

in odd ways, a sly subversion of a home theater, providing a contrast to the artists’ frenetic style. 

Onscreen, there’s always too much and too little going on, but that’s the point. These videos are about 

being distracted. 

 



In four new videos on view now at Andrea Rosen, Fitch and Trecartin use split screens, 

superimpositions, jump cuts, digital distortions, and other techniques to heighten viewers’ short 

attention spans. Computer-generated images of animals also appear, with no apparent shred of logic. 

The new videos are heavy on nonsensical banter about drinking, bodily functions, and suffering general 

boredom. All of this is fairly standard for Fitch and Trecartin, but they also go in a new direction, 

transplanting their characters into nature. Or, at least, some strange approximation of nature. For 

whatever reason, camping is a unifying theme here, whether it’s done in-doors during an intoxicated 

slumber party, as is the case in most of the videos, or in a mosquito-bitten backyard. 

 

Distraction, of course, remains the mise en scene. In a time when millions of videos on the Internet vie 

for users’ attention, I get the feeling that Fitch and Trecartin’s characters would much rather be checking 

their phones than doing anything else–including appearing in a Fitch and Trecartin video. In Mark 

Trade (2016), the titular protagonist, a drunken and off-putting man with long hair and oddly colored 

contacts, says, “This used to be a lake, but I can’t get any fucking service anywhere now.” The artists’ 

faithfulness to the Internet’s hysterical diversion renders the characters mysteriously underdeveloped. 
 

Likewise, all of the videos are lavishly installed 

in rooms where few things make sense. Sound 

effects—the patter of rain, the whoosh of a 

breeze—created by an online generator play 

throughout the show, and gym mats and a 

makeshift bunk bed sometimes appear in the 

same room. There’s no binding theme, but it 

only adds to the show’s schizoid intensity. 

In the most elaborate installation, titled Lake 

Anticipation (2016), a video called Temple 

Time appears in what looks like an upscale 

campsite, replete with two beanbags, oddly designed chairs, real trees, and empty hot-coal bins. The 

video has the clearest scenario of the four—it evokes a haunted-house reality show where ghost hunters 

look for supernatural activity in an abandoned Masonic temple. A Blair Witch Project knockoff video in 

which computer-generated weasels seem to be supernatural creatures, it features little true horror, but is 

unnerving, no less. 

Digital technology rarely appears in these works, but it always has an implicit presence. Just as these 

characters seem not to notice the screeching, unseen ghosts in Temple Time, Internet users are too busy 

Ryan Trecartin, Permission Streak (still), 2016, single-channel 
HD video, 21 minutes 17 seconds. 
©RYAN TRECARTIN/COURTESY ANDREA ROSEN 
GALLERY, NEW YORK AND REGEN PROJECTS, LOS 
ANGELES 
!



going from website to website to care about the insidious, invisible forces online—search algorithms, 

computer viruses, and surveillance systems. That’s always been a part of Fitch and Trecartin’s work, but 

never before has their dialogue with their cultural milieu been so mature. Whereas in the past the 

sinister side of our obsession with technology has been either too much at the forefront or too obscure, 

the artists have now struck a balance between confounding chit-chat and heady critique. And, like any 

good viral video, you want to see these new works again and again, looking for information you may have 

missed the first time. 
 

!



Let the video roller coaster ride begin 
Ryan Trecartin’s films, created with Lizzie Fitch, trace the impact of technology on 
modern life 

By#Cristina#Ruiz.#From#Frieze#daily#edition#

Published#online:#17#October#2014#

The#internet#and#the#cultural#innovations#it#has#introduced#are#changing#the#ways#in#
which#we#speak,#act#and#relate#to#one#another—but#advances#in#technology#are#
outpacing#our#ability#to#understand#them.#These,#broadly,#are#the#underlying#themes#of#
Ryan#Trecartin’s#films,#which#are#made#in#collaboration#with#fellow#US artist#Lizzie#Fitch.#
The#fastNpaced#editing,#hallucinatory#animations,#loud#soundtracks#and#characters’#
disjointed#speech#and#actions#merge#to#create#portraits#of#the#YouTube#generation#that#
are#at#once#exciting,#disturbing#and#alienating#assaults#on#our#senses.#Four#of#the#duo’s#
films#made#waves#at#the#Venice#Biennale#in#2013.#Now#they#are#on#show#at#the#
Zabludowicz#Collection#in#Kentish#Town,#north#London#in#the#artists’#first#show#in#Britain.#
We#spoke#to#Trecartin#just#after#it#opened#on#2#October.#
The$Art$Newspaper:!Your!installations!seem!designed!to!induce!total!surrender!in!the!
viewer.!Is!that!their!purpose?#

Ryan%Trecartin:#I#definitely#think#of#them#as#providing#an#experience#that,#at#first,#functions#
similarly#to#a#ride#and#almost#uses#the#language#of#a#theme#park#or#a#natural#history#museum.#
The#movies#are#intended#to#be#entertaining,#but#this#is#always#merged#with#the#ideas#that#drive#
the#material#and#the#conceptual#basis#for#the#work.#I#hope#that,#after#surrendering#to#the#
experience,#there’s#a#process#of#reading#the#work#that#can#happen#over#multiple#viewings.#I#
think#of#them#as#something#that#gets#read#rather#than#just#watched.#

There!is!a!hallucinatory,!nightmarish!quality!to!your!films.!You!examine!the!way!
technology!is!changing!our!behaviour,!language!and!relationships.!Is!there!an!element!of!
warning!built!into!that?#

One#of#the#reasons#I#work#with#the#movie#form#is#that#you#can#suspend#multiple#intentions#or#
strains#of#thought#within#the#same#work.#Sometimes#it’s#just#about#exploring#and#revealing#
things,#and#trying#to#show#a#reflection#of#something#that#enables#you#to#see#it#in#a#more#raw#way#
than#how#you#experience#it#in#real#life,#where#you’re#possibly#desensitised#to#it.#I#don’t#
necessarily#think#of#warnings.#I#think#that#everything#is#potentially#positive#and#exciting,#and#it’s#
just#about#how#technology#gets#used.#The#works#perhaps#seem#nightmarish#because#the#darker#
side#of#things#is#a#symptom#of#really#exciting,#creative#changes#in#the#world.#Destruction,#
perversity#and#dysfunction#can#ultimately#allow#for#movement#and#for#states#of#being#to#evolve.#



But!some!of!the!people!and!situations!are!really!menacing.#
#
The#characters#sometimes#perform#cruel#actions#that#would#mean#something#very#different#if#
you#were#in#a#virtual#state#where#getting#rid#of#someone#doesn’t#mean#you’re#actually#getting#rid#
of#them.�
�

Like!in!a!video!game?#
#
Yes.#So#an#action#can#mean#many#different#things,#depending#on#what#reality#is#being#
maintained#at#the#time.#I#think#that#certain#topics#are#really#scary#in#one#context#and#then#
potentially#playful,#creative#and#inventive#in#another#context,#so#I#like#to#show#that.#Then#I#
complicate#the#context#it’s#actually#happening#in,#so#that#it#remains#unclear.�
�

A!lot!of!your!work!seems!to!focus!on!today’s!selfDpublicising,!narcissistic,!realityDTV!
youth!culture.!How!do!you!think!your!work!will!evolve!as!you!get!older?#
#
It’s#evolved#a#lot#since#the#first#movies.#People#associate#the#way#in#which#language#is#evolving#
with#youth#culture,#and#for#a#long#time#that#was#the#place#where#it#was#acceptable#to#butcher#
and#invent#language.#But#if#you#really#listen#to#people#of#all#ages,#you#can#hear#that#this#extends#
to#all#of#us.#We’re#staying#younger#and#younger#as#a#species—not#just#physically,#but#also#in#our#
mindset.#Culture#is#not#something#that#is#just#handed#down#to#people#any#moreZ#we’re#all#making#
it#together,#and#this#has#a#profound#effect#on#language.#Technology#also#accelerates#the#way#in#
which#language#is#changing.#I#like#to#take#things#that#people#see#as#“tween”#and#put#them#in#
more#adult#and#more#destructive,#frictionNfilled#settings,#and#draw#attention#to#the#fact#that#youth#
is#no#longer#related#to#the#number#of#years#lived.#
#
You!don’t!speak!like!the!characters!in!your!films,!though.#
#
The#characters#exaggerate,#extend#and#manipulate#these#changes#in#language.#The#movies#are#
not#documentaries—in#other#words,#unmediated#versions#of#real#life.#I#have#lots#of#different#
ways#of#behaving#or#speaking#in#different#situations.#This#is#a#formal#situation—an#interview—
and#it#differs#from#the#way#I#talk#when#the#context#shifts.#People#have#multiple#ways#of#behaving#
rather#than#static#states#of#being#that#they#maintain#consistentlyZ#it’s#like#accents#and#ways#of#
exchanging#language#that#are#no#longer#tied#to#specific#cultures#or#places.#The#internet#has#
given#everyone#a#bird’sNeye#view#of#the#world.�
�

It!must!be!easier!for!younger!viewers!to!understand!your!work,!compared!with!older!
ones!who!are!less!familiar!with!new!technology.#
#
I#feel#as#though#it’s#more#a#state#of#mind.#There#are#older#people#I#know#who#are#really#quick#to#
understand#how#things#are#changing#and#evolving,#just#as#much#as#younger#people.#People#who#



are#raised#with#access#to#the#internet,#movies,#reality#TV#and#the#news#are#obviously#able#to#
understand#certain#things#in#my#work#that#those#who#weren’t#around#[those#media]#will#never#
understand#in#the#same#way.#At#the#root#of#the#movies,#though,#are#basic#issues#about#humanity#
and#relationships#that#anyone#can#understand.#
#
There!are!narrative!snippets!in!your!work,!but!never!enough!to!construct!a!coherent!
story.!Is!that!intentional?#
#
I#do#think#of#the#movies#as#stories.#Although#they#have#a#nonNlinear#feeling,#there’s#actually#a#
mesh#of#many#different#linearities#that#don’t#necessarily#function#in#complementary#directions.#I#
don’t#try#to#hide#information#from#the#story,#but#I#like#showing#the#secondary#information#around#
it.#So#in#Center%Jenny#[2013],#which#is#about#an#educational#system#where#people#are#learning#
about#their#ancestors#through#misguided#forms#of#sorority#culture,#there’s#a#character#named#
Sara#Source#who#brags#about#how#superNprivileged#she#is,#and#how#her#family#funded#a#war.#So#
there’s#this#big,#upsetting#idea#that#never#gets#developed,#and#it’s#clearly#a#part#of#the#plot,#
although#it’s#mostly#used#to#shine#light#on#less#important#things.#It#doesn’t#get#resolved#in#any#
way#that’s#going#to#feel#satisfying.#She#also#tells#us#that#her#vacations#involve#dropping#canned#
food#on#poor#people.#If#I#were#to#make#a#mainstream#movie—and#I#definitely#want#to#make#some#
in#the#future—that#idea,#or#a#movie’s#main#thread,#would#be#developed#a#lot#more#directly.#But#I#
don’t#feel#that#that’s#what#this#work#is#about#right#now.#Articulating#the#nuances#around#the#
reflections#of#larger#plot#ideas#sometimes#has#more#impact#than#just#following#the#larger#plot#
idea#exclusively.#
#
Your!characters!often!speak!in!banalities—a!lot!of!them!very!funny—and!then!they’ll!
suddenly!say!something!profound.#
#
It’s#really#important#to#have#the#more#profound#moments#surrounded#by#entertainment.#That’s#a#
reflection#of#the#world#we#live#in,#and#it’s#also#how#I#like#to#receive#information.#Humour#can#be#a#
great#delivery#system#for#complicated#ideas.##
#
There’s!so!much!in!your!work!that!the!viewer!almost!needs!to!watch!a!film!and!then!
process!it!before!coming!back!to!it.#
#
The#plots#have#spaces#in#them#that#are#meant#to#merge#with#memory#or#lived#experience.#I#think#
ideas#congeal#or#start#to#coalesce#during#time#away.#There’s#a#process#of#mingling#them#with#
your#own#associations#that#needs#to#happen,#and#that#process#is#important#for#picking#up#a#work#
and#then#leaving#it#and#then#picking#it#up#again.#It’s#a#bit#like#reading,#in#that#way.#I#hope#that#the#
movies#can#be#experienced#through#different#framing#devices,#and#that#brings#out#different#
aspects#of#the#content.#When#people#watch#them#on#Vimeo,#where#they#can#stop#and#start#them#
whenever#they#want,#that#brings#out#different#content#than#if#they#see#them#in#a#cinema,#where#
you’re#thinking#of#things#as#scenes#in#a#cinematic#narrative#that#moves#from#A#to#B—or#in#an#



exhibition#space,#where#it’s#much#more#gameNlike,#where#you’re#navigating#the#space#and#going#
in#and#out#as#you#want.�
�

Ryan%Trecartin%was%born%in%Webster,%Texas,%in%1981%and%received%his%BFA%from%the%Rhode%
Island%School%of%Design%in%2004.%He%currently%lives%and%works%in%Los%Angeles.#
#
Where!to!see!it#
#
Zabludowicz#Collection,#London:#Lizzie#Fitch/Ryan#Trecartin#“Priority#Innfield”#(until#21#
December)#displays#films#originally#made#for#the#2013#Venice#Biennale#and#one#new#work.#
#
KunstNWerke#Institute#for#Contemporart#Art,#Berlin|:#“SiteNVisit”#(until#11#January#2015)#consists#
of#a#sequence#of#chambers#with#reclining#armchairs#and#club#music#leading#to#a#huge#movie#
theater#hall#where#the#artists’#newest#multiNscreen#movie,#shot#in#a#former#Masonic#temple#in#
Los#Angeles,#is#on#display.#Deck#chairs,#sun#loungers#and#rows#of#cinema#seats#are#strewn#
around#the#vast#space.##
#
Regen#Projects,#Los#Angeles:#A#new#expansive#installation#in#the#form#of#a#roomNsize#tent#
structure#and#multiNchannel#movie,#evolving#the#movieNviewing#experience#and#the#artists’#
signature#sculptural#theatres#even#further#(22#October#–#26#November).�
�

Ullens#Center#for#Contemporary#Art,#Beijing:#Four#films#from#Trecartin’s#“Any#Ever”#series#(2009N
11)#are#included#in#“The#Los#Angeles#Project”#(until#9#November).#
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Ryan Trecartin & Lizzie Fitch
KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin

By TRAVIS JEPPESEN, NOV. 2014 

Site Visit is the name of Lizzie Fitch and Ryan Trecartin’s recent exhibition in Berlin. The show is divided into 
two parts: sound and video, (Though the video part also includes sound, naturally.) The sound installation is in a 
green carpeted foyer area leading in to the video installation. It consists of rows of electric leather arm chairs that 
allow you to adjust your seating position into a laying one via an array of buttons, which also make the chairs 
rumble and vibrate, like those old motel beds that took a quarter. Rumble and vibrate to the rumbles and vibra-
tions of the music being blasted quite loud by the surrounding speakers – discordant bass rhythms. Less com-
posed music, it’s more like mutant alien ghetto blaster sonicscapes. Very shit-your-pants rumbly, and with green 
martian lights beneath each of the armchairs shining out, turning the floor into a production. 

Vibrato as a lifestyle choice. The aliens live in each of us. You remove your ass from your armchair and make 
your way into the video room. Along the way, further layer of sounds are discovered: before you make your way 
down the stairs, you are further blasted with more speakers, silver plattering out a thin slice of fuzzy and distort-
ed beach sounds. Moving past, you reach the apex, the video room with six screens and seats aimed in all direc-
tions, including the ceiling, where one of the screens can be found.

Filmed in a former Masonic temple in Los Angeles, the video work features Trecartin and Fitch’s regular en-
semble, who will be familiar to anyone who has seen the duo’s past efforts like I-BE Area or Center Jenny. The 
essentially cultic nature of the artist’s productions makes total sense transferred to the abandoned shell of the 
freemasons’ headquarters. Impossible, like their earlier work, to summarize, the impression one gets is of a group 
trapped in a cross between a reality TV show—this time, something like Ghost Hunters—and a Blair Witch-style 
horror flick, yet with the cameras moving too fast, the caricatures each person inhabits speaking too fast and 
egomaniacally to bother with the making of sense. Nonetheless, given the maximalist intensity and the all-overn-
ess of the installation’s presentation, you can readily lose yourself in it for an hour or more. For those following 
the path, it is a pivotal stop on Fitch and Trecartin’s ongoing exploration of presence in the digital age. WM
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Post-internet art in London 
Griselda Murray Brow 

Three solo shows paint a troubling picture of the way technology 
is changing our lives 

 
 
A still from Ryan Trecartin's film, 'Center Jenny' 
 

here’s a scene in the pilot of Lena Dunham’s HBO series Girls in which the 24-year-old 
Hannah (played by Dunham) tries to persuade her parents not to end her allowance, 
which she needs in order to finish writing her book. “I think that I may be the voice of my 

generation,” she reasons. “Or at least a voice . . .  of a generation.” 

The idea that one voice might define a generation is plainly ridiculous. Yet the desire for 
such a voice, from both the marketers and consumers of popular culture, is undeniable. 
Indeed Hannah’s plea is often used to describe Dunham’s own achievement, with her 
hit show about twentysomethings in an era of interns and Instagram. 
 
So who is Dunham’s equivalent in the slippery world of contemporary art? Gallery types 
talk excitedly of “post-internet art”, a term that refers broadly to art made by those who 
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have grown up with the internet and which reflects the cultural changes it has wrought. 
The curators Hans Ulrich Obrist and Simon Castets are even putting together a 
database of such artists as part of the 89plus.com project (the artists were all born in or 
after 1989, the year the world wide web was launched). Three solo shows by artists too 
old for Obrist but otherwise firmly labelled “post-net” are currently on in London, and 
together they paint a troubling picture of the ways technology is changing life today. 
 
Video artist Ryan Trecartin, born in Texas in 1981, has enjoyed critical attention since 
graduating from art school. Indeed, sometimes the attention has bordered on adoration: 
The New Yorker has hailed him as “the most consequential artist to have emerged 
since the 1980s”. His film series Priority Innfield was a hit at the Venice Biennale last 
year and is now at London’s Zabludowicz Collection – its production having been part 
funded by collector Anita Zabludowicz, who effectively pre-purchased it. 
 
The main gallery is boxed in to create a dark, disorientating space with two “sculptural 
theatres” designed by Trecartin and his longtime collaborator Lizzie Fitch. The first film, 
“Item Falls”, introduces the young hopefuls auditioning for a “gaming system that is also 
a university” with the aim of becoming boy band members or animated girls called 
“Jennys”. The second film, “Center Jenny”, sees the girls, now a kind of sorority, 
progress through the levels of the game spouting bitchy insults as they go. 
 
But to describe the plot of a Trecartin film is to miss the point. Fragmented and frenzied, 
they are more like character studies than stories: Priority Innfield explores how identity 
is shaped by the internet and modern celebrity. “I deserve a solo,” screams one 
character. “I have 4,000 friends,” another says. “One of the most elegant things about 
facts is that I believe in them,” announces a third. These are people who look at the 
camera more than each other and talk in rehearsed soundbites. Like the YouTube 
hopefuls singing into webcams in bedrooms across the world, Trecartin’s characters are 
obsessed with the idea of auditioning, of being chosen. 
 
The films mix handheld camerawork with CGI to suggest a hyperreality. The editing is 
fast, the light saturated and the actors’ voices high-pitched. Everything is carefully 
choreographed to create an orgiastic chaos. Characters change gender and skin colour: 
identity is fluid, constructed. “I fucking make up shit, OK? And that’s my gimmick,” one 
Jenny snaps at another. In this competitive, computer-game reality, everyone must 
have a gimmick, a USP. 
 
Trecartin’s vision may sound exaggerated; certainly, a world populated by his shrieking 
narcissists would be unbearable. But the next film, “Junior War”, which he shot at high 
school in the late 1990s, shows how much our relationship to the camera has changed. 
“Don’t film me!” one girl recoils. “He’s videotaping us,” another warns her friend. Priority 
Innfield is Trecartin’s warning: this is what the internet has done to us. Beneath the lurid 
unreality of his films is a truth that’s hard to dismiss. 
 
Ed Fornieles’ one-room installation at the Chisenhale gallery, Modern Family, could 
pass for an abandoned set in a messy Trecartin movie. Here are the trappings of family 

http://89plus.com/
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life – garden furniture, picnic food, toys – but without the family. Like the deck chair 
encrusted with breakfast cereal, everything is strange, overloaded, sickly sweet. 
The accompanying notes describe the scene as a “Pinterest reality” – hundreds of 
objects and references ripped from their origins and artfully arranged to express 
something of the character of their arranger. The soundtrack is a similar mash-up 
– Swan Lake, funk, Disney. We are all curators now, Fornieles seems to say. But there 
is a clichéd quality to it all, and the words “Be Yourself” cut out of a bland two-tone 
painting suggest a cookie-cutter conformity to the way we attempt uniqueness through 
social media. That is true enough, but there is nothing here as genuinely disturbing as 
Trecartin’s films. 
 
At the Institute of Contemporary Arts, 29-year-old French artist Neïl Beloufa also brings 
together diverse imagery, but his work has less of the one-liner about it than Fornieles’. 
His assemblage sculptures owe much to cubist collage and the likes of Robert 
Rauschenberg, but their trashiness – flimsy plastic, cheap electronics – feels 
contemporary. Beloufa draws attention to the making, and faking, of art: you can see 
how some sculptures have been tacked together; others incorporate the cigarettes he 
smoked in the studio while producing them. Art’s pretensions to be more than it is – to 
comprise objects so immaculate that the messy processes of manufacture are 
concealed – are the kind of lie Beloufa sees everywhere in contemporary life: from 
reality TV, where ordinary people are blown up into “personalities”, to the sleek design 
of corporate modernism (he has installed his own scrappy, colourful CCTV cameras 
next to each of the ICA’s real ones, rendering them strangely po-faced). 
 
Beloufa made his name with documentary-style films that muddy fact with fiction. For a 
new video “Data for Desire” he asked a group of elite teenage mathematicians from 
France to analyse a film he’d shot of Americans the same age at a party, tasking the 
French teens with creating an algorithm to predict who would couple up at the party. 
The absorbing result cuts between the two groups, teasing out cultural preconceptions 
and pointing to the absurd faith our society puts in technology and data. 
 
Questions of authority and authenticity run through Beloufa’s work. For another film, 
“World Domination”, he asked non-actors to play world leaders at a summit, asking 
each to declare war on another country, without giving them a script. “People act so well 
naturally,” Beloufa explains, when we meet in the gallery. “If you base your culture on 
selling, you have people that know how to do it: actors are sellers.” Like Trecartin and 
Fornieles, he is interested in the elision of real and virtual life. The idea of the “selfie”, so 
central to their art, encapsulates both the technology and “me culture” of the post-
internet age. 
 
‘Lizzie Fitch/Ryan Trecartin’, Zabludowicz Collection, London, to December 
21, zabludowiczcollection.com 
 
‘Ed Fornieles: Modern Family’, Chisenhale, London, to November 9, chisenhale.org.uk 
 
‘Neïl Beloufa: Counting on People’, ICA, London, to November 16, ica.org.uk 

http://zabludowiczcollection.com/
http://chisenhale.org.uk/
http://www.ica.org.uk/
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Networks of Influence  
Process and collaboration in the recent work of Ryan Trecartin

by jarrett gregory
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“We are really walking a fine line — in fact, our 
line might be so fine that we might be seen as failing.”

— Director, Comma Boat, 2013

Across Ryan Trecartin’s relatively brief career, his name 
has become synonymous with a changing tide that 
hinges around technology — its use, dissemination 
and continuing impact. He first became the subject of 
critical attention when his senior thesis movie for RISD, 
A Family Finds Entertainment (2004), was included in 
the Whitney Biennial in 2006. The movie debuted on 
a small monitor next to the second-floor elevators, but 
despite its modest presentation it made a significant 
impact. On first glance it might have appeared banal or 
even obnoxious — a group of kids playing with a video 
camera at a fever pitch — but in Trojan Horse-fashion 
it unearthed more than could have been anticipated. 
Trecartin’s raw talent was striking, and his performance 
as the tortured and narcissistic musician Skippy — who 
locks himself in a bathroom and takes the present-day 
equivalent of “selfies” with a Polaroid camera before he 
slits his wrists in a joyful bloodbath — yielded several 
unforgettable scenes. The piece carried a genuine and 
undeniable sense of urgency; although it was distinctly 
rooted in the present moment, its chaotic murmurings 
threatened to prophesy the future of not only art but 
life as well.

It was ten years ago that the twenty-three year old 
student wrapped A Family Finds Entertainment, and 
since then a lot has changed and a lot has stayed the 
same. Working consistently with his partner-in-art 
Lizzie Fitch, Trecartin has become increasingly visible, 
featured predominantly in museum and institutional 
presentations, and was the subject of a major mono-
graphic exhibition, “Any Ever,” which traveled from 
MOCA Los Angeles to MoMA PS1 in New York in 
2011. His most recent works debuted in 2013 at the 55th 
Venice Biennale in Massimiliano Gioni’s exhibition 
“The Encyclopedic Palace.” Continuing to address lan-
guage and the construction of identity, the new movies 
significantly advance the ideas that Trecartin has been 
playing with since 2004, while stylistically they remain 
unmistakably his.

The 55th Venice Biennale featured four movies — 
Junior War, CENTER JENNY, Comma Boat, and Item 
Falls (all 2013) — projected within austere architectural 
settings conceived by the artists. The expanded, three-
dimensional frames are reminiscent of vacant suburban 
environments — an empty bedroom, a pool house or 
bleachers — punctuated by portentous details: a chain-
link fence or a pile of sleeping bags. Each space func-
tions as a threshold: a Narniaesque wardrobe unleash-
ing the visitor into Fitch and Trecartin’s universe. The 
viewing areas, termed “sculptural theaters” by the art-

Previous page:
Junior War, 2013 (video 
still) Courtesy of the Artist; 
Regen Projects, Los Angeles; 
and Andrea Rosen, New York

This page:
Lizzie Fitch / Ryan 
Trecartin, Public Crop, 
Local Dock, Porch 
Limit,2011-13
Installation view, Punta 
della Dogana, Venice, 2013
Courtesy of the Artists; New 
Galerie, Paris; and Regen 
Projects, Los Angeles
Photography by ORCH 
orsenigo_chemollo
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ists, mirror the vernacular of the on-screen sets and thus 
feel simultaneously anonymous and familiar, capturing 
an uneasy domesticity heightened by the cool glow of 
the projections. The movies themselves stand on their 
own as discrete works but relate to one another on a 
quasi-familial level. In an orchestrated symbiosis, they 
are strengthened when presented in tandem: together 
they generate an increasingly complete yet exponen-
tially complex picture of a realm that will always be 
partially obfuscated.

Junior War, CENTER JENNY, Comma Boat, and Item 
Falls are joined by a tension between history and evolu-
tion, a theme that emerged while Trecartin was revisit-
ing footage he shot of his peers during high school in 
Ohio in the late ’90s. The repercussions of Trecartin’s 
excavation were two-fold: he developed an increasingly 
clear understanding of the ways in which the human 
relationship to the camera has evolved, and he was 
motivated to pare down his ideas. Selecting from across 
thirty-two of his teenage tapes, he edited a fraction 
of the original footage to create Junior War. The 1999 
source material captured a prior self as well as a bygone 
adolescent: before social media, the ubiquity of cell 
phones, and streaming video. Trecartin recognized the 
transformation on a behavioral and linguistic level, 
and the marked difference came to shape the plots, 
scripts and tenor of the accompanying movies that he 
filmed in 2013.

Influence is integral to Trecartin’s practice; during 
his scriptwriting, he dips into the conversations, en-
counters and verbal snippets that ferment throughout 

his personal experience. Although he is an avid collabo-
rator and relies on a consistent cross-pollination with 
Fitch, Trecartin’s writing process is entirely solitary. He 
is fascinated by rhetoric and how humans use words as 
a framing device; as such he is both obsessive when it 
comes to language and intentionally reckless, reveling 
equally in moments of exaction and chance. For these 
movies, Trecartin sought to challenge the very concept 
of a script. He imagined a narrative structure that was 
non-linear, fragmented and exploded — a script in 3-D.

Fitch and Trecartin devised a 360-degree filming 
experience that marries the visual composition of reality 
television with the ubiquity of surveillance to gather a 
surplus of audio and visual data that could be arranged 
into an endless number of narratives. The artists ren-
dered their fantasy set in the open source 3-D modeling 
program SketchUp and hired professionals to fabricate 
it to human scale in a sound studio in Burbank. Inspired 
by a game show, the set describes a place for learning 
and recreation, while establishing a physical locus to 
engage standard entertainment relationships between 
host, talent, audience and crew. Although Trecartin 
plans the minutiae of his scripts and shoots, he counts 
on some ideas to emerge naturally — moments when 
an actor spontaneously inserts himself or herself into 
a scene, or the footage taken when he hands his cam-
era off during a break. Fitch and Trecartin engineered 
charged spaces that would inspire unpredictability: a 
bed that spins like a lazy Susan, a working hot tub, a 
proscenium stage that can transition into a pit outfitted 
with trampolines. It is neither inside nor outside, but 
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a contained world. In a post-digital era, this is what 
a fallout shelter might look like: an auto-generated 
habitat—unique, customizable and sterile.

Filming takes place throughout the night; in the 
spring of 2013 the artists held eighteen shoots from ap-
proximately 8 pm until sunrise with three to five cameras 
active at a time, generating hundreds of hours of footage. 
Everyone on set was in costume, outfitted in athletic 
sweatshirts calling out their role: “Witness” for the di-
rector and film crew; “Audition” for the sorority-style 
competitors, and so on, thus eliminating any distinction 
between on and offstage. Each participant was miked 
and all of the input was fed through a PA system and 
auto-tuned in real time, which encouraged experimen-
tation and allowed for more extraneous material to be 
usable. During filming the set was locked down with no 
exception. Fitch and Trecartin have worked to cocoon 
the adrenaline-fueled process; participating means tem-
porarily letting go of the outside world, giving in to the 
hallucinatory process, and forgetting the time of day.

The physics governing Trecartin’s movie-universe 
are essential to any greater understanding of the works. 
In 1936 Walter Benjamin contended that watching a 
film alters the very structure of perception. When 
considered together, the movies Junior War, CENTER 
JENNY, Comma Boat, and Item Falls posit a related but 
more extreme theory of technology-induced evolution. 
Trecartin suggests that our capabilities are so advanced 
that they already differentiate us irreversibly from our 
ancestors. The starting point for the new movies thus 
follows a series of postulations: What if humans con-

tinued to evolve into an animated or automated state? 
What if the convergence of certain technological ad-
vances caused a second Big Bang?

CENTER JENNY describes a world in the distant 
future, post-human, when the predominant beings 
are studying their ancestors. Dinosaurs are believed to 
have evolved into chickens. In its historicization, the 
human era is drastically oversimplified and learned 
through a gaming system. CENTER JENNY is set in 
this game-cum-university, where an army of pupils all 
named “Jenny” enter with the classification Basic, and 
aim to proceed to levels 1, 2, and onward, in a caste 
system that is an evolution-based hierarchy of power 
and knowledge. It is a platform for competition and 
cruelty, modeled after the most ubiquitous social struc-
tures in place today.

At the helm is Sara Source, referred to by the girls 
as “the source,” who resides in Level Center and keeps 
company with her sidekick Monika Nark, played by 
sisters Renee and Aubrey Plaza. Sara is privileged and 
wealthy, and owns a system to automate her home-
work so she can go on vacation with her parents. The 
protagonist of the film is Basic Jenny, played by Rachel 
Lord, the newest entrant into the university system and 
thus the most inferior. Over the course of the movie, 
viewers watch her lose and gain a meager allotment of 
agency. It concludes around Trecartin’s darkest and 
most visually charged sequence to date, as Lord’s char-
acter is splayed out and voluntarily hazed, covered in 
Sharpie markings by a swarm of girls while her profes-
sor lectures in her ear.

Previous page:
Item Falls, 2013 (video still) 

This page:
CENTER JENNY, 2013 
(video still)

Courtesy of the Artist; Regen 
Projects, Los Angeles; and
Andrea Rosen, New York
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TRECARTIN   Yeah, except that what I'm showing in Venice is

complete in itself. I'll continue to work with all the material we shot

this spring and continue to shoot more, probably over the next couple

of years. Instead of discovering its phase logic gradually through the

process, Lizzie [Fitch] and I have planned the phases ahead of time,

which changes the way we film and build sets. We're deliberately

challenging our process—the way we actually organize and make our

ideas happen. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Do you mean logistically, as in the way you

organize people? 

TRECARTIN   I mean everything. We now feel more of a

responsibility to our work than we used to. Since 2011, we've had to

think about continuing to exhibit our work and manage its installation

so it shows the way we intend. (Our works are not easy to install.)

I'm lucky to have a creative partnership where we believe in each

other. You can do so much more with someone else than you can

alone. One person's ideas become less important, and it's the

exchange that matters. The nuance and particularity of how things are

shared between people makes something special. I'm not interested in

onetoone ratios, but in what happens when many people's

associations merge in unexpected combinations.  

LEHRERGRAIWER   Have you and Lizzie lived together since

2000, when you first began collaborating? 

TRECARTIN   Aside from gaps for logistical reasons, we pretty

much have lived together the whole time. I've done everything with

Lizzie. I have also lived near [artist] Rhett LaRue since 2000. The

three of us have worked together, on and off, since 2005. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   The movies are a focal point where your

collaborative network converges. 

TRECARTIN   There's this idea in these new scripts that an audience

revolution takes place in which people are liberated. The movie

supposes that if you ignore or abuse something long enough it'll

create an "I" and gain free will. The revolution generates multiple

worlds that are interior, pioneering into consciousness rather than

outward into space and matter. That begins an era of multiple,

parallel worlds rather than one of leaders, audiences, crowds and

mass. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   The idea of making a sel—an "I"—out of

ideas and nonhuman objects has been bubbling in your work for a

while. 



TRECARTIN   That's a very deep concept for me and shows up in all

aspects of the work, even in the standalone sculptures that Lizzie

and I make together, which I think of more as scripts, games,

personalities or behaviors than sculptures.  

LEHRERGRAIWER   Where did the "personality" for your new

movie come from? 

TRECARTIN   I recently revisited some footage I shot back in 1999,

basically right after The Blair Witch Project came out, when I was a
senior in high school. It's full of night vision. Watching my old

footage now is so strange; people had a very different relationship to

the camera. They didn't want to be filmed. Then they either forgot the

camera was there, which doesn't happen now, or they narrated what

they were doing. You can see how people's relationship to the camera

used to be really primitive. 

These high school videos inspired a lot of this project's content in a

way that I'm not sure I'm comfortable with. I've started thinking

about the footage in relation to anthropology. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   How so? As in going undercover in a

subculture? 

TRECARTIN   Anthropology is one of those things that eludes me.

The "study of humans" could mean anything. I'm interested in the

way people simultaneously negotiate divergent presentations of

themselves for a variety of contexts. American culture has always

had people in occupations that have to do that—politicians, PR

agents, narcs.  

LEHRERGRAIWER   You play a character in the new movie who

I've heard referred to by your collaborators as the "dick director."

What kind of director is that character and what kind of a director are

you? 

TRECARTIN   My character was commenting on everyone's delivery

of their lines in a very linear and aggressive way, like that person just

said this and here's my response posted on a message board. He was

very into stopping or blocking things from happening by narrating

them in real time.  

That's the character's agenda; as a director, I shoot from scripts very

linearly. A script might be 15 pages and I just go straight through,

line by line. Normally I don't show anyone the script. Sometimes

lines are assigned to people ahead of time and sometimes not.

Sometimes I direct body language or encourage an accent. I used to

break the script down into short lines five or six words long, and have



someone say them over and over. They would say them so many

times that they might forget what they were saying.  

This time I fed people paragraphlong lines and told them to say what

they thought I said back to the camera. That kind of distortion of the

script has been important. It's a very intense thing to put someone

through. I'm asking for a lot of trust and I take that trust very

seriously.  

There were about a hundred people in this project, half I know well

and half I've never worked with. The sets were built in a warehouse

and are not domestic scale. I learned that the amount of physical

space between you and a wall is significant. I was shocked by how

much the space changed acting behaviors and me as a director. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Was the spaciousness freeing? 

TRECARTIN   No, the opposite! Free isn't the right word. The

architecture created a situation where people felt they should project,

even though we miked them individually. It's different than yelling.

Someone trying to project their voice out is less subtle in their body. I

try to avoid theater associations like projection. I like things that feel

real, even if someone's acting completely psycho, it should be

convincing as a person being animated and bizarre. I only like put

ons when they are used to communicate an idea.  

LEHRERGRAIWER   It seems like another important directorial

decision was to shoot at night. 

TRECARTIN   But we always shoot all night long. That started years

ago because I hated setting up lights; it ruins the flow. Night shoots

are the easiest way to make sure no light comes in the windows.  

I also realized that at night people are less likely to get phone calls

and emails. The performances I'm looking for require being

possessed and falling into a fragile zone that is easily ruined. On

nighttime shoots, people are more in touch with edgier, perverse

thoughts. Their associations are different than daytime associations.

Unpredictable and repressed things come out when people get really

tired. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   That nocturnal quality feels timeless, the

same way the sets are a noplace place. That unlocatable space is

very specific to your videos. 

TRECARTIN   I don't ever establish location when I'm shooting.

Instead of a person saying something within a space, I want to think

about the space being on top of or framing the words. 



LEHRERGRAIWER   Does that pose a relationship between place

and media? Or maybe place is just data located in a box or hard

drive. 

TRECARTIN   I'm actually trying to think past technology at this

point and more about creative desire. People want to feel situated and

located, but they don't want to feel like they're a slave to anything. To

deal with limitations of place, characters in the movie make "fourth

wall generators," "fifthwall randomizers," "location situators" and

"consciousness expanders," forcing old forms of exchange into

scenarios that allow something to be broken. I'm interested in

establishing a structure of obedient behaviors so that obedience can

trigger destructive impulses. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   And give way to disobedience? 

TRECARTIN   Yeah. The first phase of this project is supposed to be

like level one in a gaming system, where human ancestors are

accessed as information. It's a game and it's also a university. In the

first level of the game, no one has a name—or rather, everyone's

named Jenny at first. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   How do you specifically address the idea of

mainstream American youth culture? The world of this new movie

seems to be overtly fratty, sorority, college, MTV, spring breaker

esque.  

TRECARTIN   And it's accessed in a way that's superreduced and

basic. The idea that "pop" and "mass" are more a constructed,

marketing idea than a lived reality keeps coming up in the movie.

Characters constantly say they don't want to go Top 40 because they

want to be niche and pick their own fans. They refuse to be filtered

through a sense of "mass." 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Has this new body of work been influenced

by the fact that you've been living in L.A.? You have a bigger budget

and are using Hollywood professionals for the first time—like set

builders and some professional actresses. Is your "dick director"

character modeled on a Hollywood type? 

TRECARTIN   No. Directing happens in all fields, not just movie

making. I was thinking of my director character more as an animator.

In this movie, humans evolve into animations. Then the animations

generate their own free will. It's suggested that, in the movies, no one

is human after all, but just animated. However, basing the design of

the set on different television conventions was in my mind because of

being in Los Angeles. Sitcoms and game shows always shoot from

the same angles where one wall, the fourth wall, is missing. We



positioned several open sets around a central stage so it became a

continuous 360degree situation: no inside, no outside, no separate

audience position, no clear delineation of roles, on or off stage. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Is that different from your previous movies? 

TRECARTIN   I've always done 360degree sets, but this is the first

time I took the idea outside of a domestic space. There were multiple

cameras. If you were helping with the shoot you were in costume too.

The crew, who appear in the shots, wear sweatshirts with the word

"Witness" on them. They also wear green hats, because I associate

greenscreen color with production; there is a lot of greenscreen

color that I'm not keying out. My character also wears a Witness

sweatshirt. He's the most vocal Witness, though everyone in the

sweatshirts is really part of the same conglomerate character. That

character is the point of access for us viewers.  

LEHRERGRAIWER   Your work has generally taken a positive,

optimistic outlook on the prospect of subject formation today, despite

the homogenizing force of global corporate culture. Does this movie

take a darker turn? 

TRECARTIN   I do think I've taken a darker turn. I generally feel

very positive, but pretty soon I think there are going to be basic

freedoms and rights that we're going to have to fight for. 

All my movies have addressed that tipping point where one freedom

replaces another. This has a lot to do with surveillance—not video

camera surveillance, but the surveillance of people's activities, and

the creation of algorithms that allow programs, companies or

governments to understand what you like, buy or own. I think this is

exciting and scary. Rhett sent me an article about the automation of

the court systems, suggesting computers could do a better job of

judging a crime than humans. Now that sounds scary to me because,

personally, I like feeling that if I had to I could talk my way out of

something. Clearly we're going to evolve into something beyond

what we are now, so it doesn't really matter. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Could you say more about that? 

TRECARTIN   Once technology makes it possible to alter our brains,

we're going to. Not everyone will. There will be more than one

species of what are now humans. That split might follow class lines.

Who knows? In the past couple of years I've felt like the outcome is

not set. I feel more angst and anger than usual. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Does that angst correspond to your own

trajectory of rapid success? 



TRECARTIN   I'm sure it does in some ways. But I try to only pay

attention to expectations coming from my friends and peers, the

people that I really care about. I don't really have anything in

particular to say about artworld success, because for the most part I

feel extremely lucky and excited to have the resources to be able to

focus on making art. 

I felt a similar angst and anger during the making of IBe Area
[2007]. I think it's a phase. When I made A Family Finds
Entertainment [2004], I was in a very positive state. With IBe Area,
I rebelled and made the process hard on myself. After beating myself

up during IBe Area, Any Ever [200910] came out in a very natural,
inspired way. Any Ever has perversion and darkness but generally

embraces the attitude that as long as you stay aware and utilize things

that are happening to and around you, you're still free.  

This new project focuses more on basic human interactions, blending

the lines between controlled experience and complete breakdown. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Breakdown as a way to get perspective? 

TRECARTIN   Yeah, to disassociate and fall apart. When a

relationship stops being challenging and starts coasting, usually

someone breaks the other person or themselves. Maybe humanity

doesn't actually like stability all that much.  

LEHRERGRAIWER   You brought Parkour guys on set. Parkour

stunts evolved out of military training on obstacle courses, right?

And the whole springbreak vibe is very American. I've heard that a

lot of props on your set were weaponized, like earmuffs stuffed with

razor blades, as though any depiction of "mainstream America"

would have a bellicose dimension. 

TRECARTIN   That's a big part of it. People in the movie talk about

funding wars as if that were a badge. Characters are always talking

about how they've weaponized things, even family members. I

weaponized the party gear, like big red Solo cups that shatter, to

mirror the idea that something pleasant, communal and social can be

used as a weapon.  

LEHRERGRAIWER   You're a fan of the TV show Killer Karaoke,
which imposes risktaking to exaggerate performance. Has that

influenced this project? 

TRECARTIN   I love that show! It definitely inspired my directing

style for this movie, now that I think about it.  Movement didn't

happen like it used to in my work because shooting on one big open



set actually produced a trapped feeling; so risk had to instigate

movement.

A lot more happens in real time in this project. Normally I shoot to

create material for the editing process, not for the live performances.

This was different; the raw footage is really fun to watch. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Is that partly because you used some

professional, celebrity actresses? 

TRECARTIN   We just used a few. I wanted to work with Molly

Tarlov [from the MTV show Awkward], Aubrey Plaza [from Parks
and Recreation] and Alia Shawkat [from Arrested Development].
Natalie Love and Jena Malone are in it, too. Jena was already a friend

beforehand. I have always loved actresses in secondary roles who

you wish were onscreen more. 

LEHRERGRAIWER   Were they familiar with your practice? 

TRECARTIN   I don't think so, except for Jena, but they watched it

and said yes. It wasn't that different from directing friends, which

was great. They were good at saying something that sounds absurd

and delivering it with a sense of decisiveness and confidence that's

controlled yet belligerent.  

LEHRERGRAIWER   Do you think their age is part of why they

were such a good fit? 

TRECARTIN   Yeah, they're all generally my age or younger. I'm 32.

People born in the '80s, particularly '86 and after, really do have a

different way of accessing performance.  

I've always been very unnostalgic about history, which is just as

creative and malleable as the future. I don't 

think people need to be hung up on accuracy. A larger objective

history is just not important. I think we're moving into a world where,

as everything gets captured and recorded, we're gaining a new sense

of time. Someday we'll be able to time travel through information.

The focus will then shift to intention and feelings. 

I used to be fine with the idea that we supposedly make things to be

maintained for history, but I don't think that will matter in the future.

If you're making something for history or legacy or the ages, it's in

vain. The only thing that matters to me at this moment is making

things for the present—and the future. It's not about becoming a part

of history. Timelessness is a romantic throwaway. 
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Item Falls was the only movie that was filmed at 
Fitch and Trecartin’s rambling home in the Los Angeles 
neighborhood of Los Feliz. It is awash with animations 
designed by longtime collaborator and fellow RISD 
graduate Rhett LaRue — from spinning architectural 
models to hovering baseball caps and red Solo cups that 
splinter into cascades of confetti. The characters brag 
about their free will and the chickens they have bred 
and trained for stunts. As they speak, the actors devolve 
into 2-D animations, their faces periodically emerging 
as cartoonish drawings of black lines and color planes. 
At other junctures, 3-D animations rendered to look 
like the actors perform basic functions such as walking 
or sleeping. In Item Falls, all characters are nameless; 
everyone’s identity and social standing is up for grabs 
based on their performances at auditions and their abil-
ity to evolve across different animation stages.

Throughout the filming process of CENTER JENNY 
and Item Falls, Trecartin remained in character as a hos-
tile and unstable film director. The footage of Trecartin 
at work — a portrait of the artist in his studio, of sorts 
— is the material that makes up the three-channel movie 
Comma Boat. Most often, Trecartin takes a dictatorial 
approach, feeding the actors paragraphs to recite to the 
camera while he becomes increasingly frustrated, or 
using expletives to motivate large groups of actors into 
formation. At other points he sits on the sidelines, chat-
tering in a saccharine-calm pitch about words, alphabets 
and the history of the world, while writing a script for a 
potential character that he himself would play. Entirely 
non-narrative, the movie adopts a behind-the-scenes, 
process-based structure of reaction and response.

In 1957 Marcel Duchamp wrote “The Creative Act,” 
a short text in which he argued that the artist is partially 
a conduit — that during the process of making art there 
is no way to be fully self-conscious. Trecartin is an exem-
plar of this theory; trusting in what is unintentionally 
expressed, his subconscious acts as an essential source 
for the ideas and associations that come to life in his 
work. In his blinder-style form of making, Trecartin 
powers forward, relying on the world around him to 
oversaturate his mind and vision, creating a multiplic-
ity of untraceable influences that he absorbs into his 
practice. Aspects of his work mash up the spectacle and 
overload aesthetic of Jason Rhodes, Francis Picabia’s use 
of machine forms to portray human characteristics in 
his portraits mécaniques, the vivid object-driven tableaux 
of Isa Genzken, or the impetus of cubists to carve up 
their subjects in order to show multiple perspectives 
simultaneously. Stylistic references, though uninten-
tional, are essential for audiences to take steps toward 
contextualizing the work.

Although Trecartin binges on aftereffects, com-
poses music using royalty-free ringtones, and films the 
painted faces of his peers as they navigate a web of 
incomprehensible story fragments, his experimenta-
tions in structure and form reveal his ambition for a 
precision of expression. In the ’30s, László Moholy-Nagy 
predicted that images would become an essential form 
of communication when he asserted that the future il-

literate would be those people unable to use a camera. 
Looking forward, editing is on its way to becoming a 
universal language, while tools like graphics and ani-
mation become the diction and lexicon allowing for its 
communication. Trecartin mines this vocabulary, force-
fully evolving editing into something that can stand on 
its own as a form of expression. By articulating from 
within the specific nonsense and excess that character-
izes our culture today, Trecartin addresses the universal 
ambiguity at the core of human experience. Far from 
creating commentary on, or parody of, media and its 
various equipment, he uses technology as a language 
to inquire into timeless questions about the nature of 
existence. While digital trappings may seem inextricable 
from his project, the artist is confident that if video did 
not exist he would be pursuing his explorations through 
the mediums of poetry or dance.

Trecartin has identified a pattern in his work: one 
movie lays out a new set of principles that the subse-
quent group comes to actualize. I-BE AREA (2007), 
for example, presented the structures and theories that 
Trill-ogy Comp (2009) and Re’Search Wait’S (2009–10) 
completed. With this most recent project, Trecartin is 
once again in the first phase, building and describing 
ideas that a future suite of movies will internalize. As 
Trecartin further stretches the boundaries of the me-
dium, he will continue to challenge the viewer’s ability 
to evolve alongside it.
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actors from Orlando’s dollar-
and-a-dream gene pool of Dis -
ney child-star hopefuls. In future 
works, Trecartin hopes to spread 
even more tendrils into popular 
culture, including the possible use 
of reality television stars. “I want 
people to be attracted to riding 

Trecartin adding, “Inserting han -
dles of accessibility is something I 
push purposefully.”
Any Ever
course of two years in Miami, 
which makes its homecoming 

-
ami, we were living in the sets 
that we were making. There were 
really no personal items in the 
house, just art movie props,” says 
Trecartin. “All the rooms were 
being repainted, transformed 
and redressed weekly. It was a 
strange two years of living in a 
state of concentrated prop, set 
and script.” The works highlight 
and mirror the changing face of 
Miami, which over the past ten 
years has added the identity of 
an art playground to its discur -
sive character. “It was incredible 
to see what Trecartin produced 
in Miami over this time period, 
and how the house he used also 
transformed and adapted,” says 
MOCA’s Ruba Katrib. “I often 
drive by the house and can’t help 
but wonder if the people who live 
there now have any idea what 
took place there before.”

“Any Ever” opens June 19 at MoMA PS1 
and June 24 at MOCA Miami.

“Ryan is so ahead, Ryan is so 
fast, that I sometimes think that 
the past and the future collapse 
into the speed of stillness in his 
work.” Speaking about the work 
of Ryan Trecartin, Klaus Biesen -
bach, Director of MoMA PS1, 
hints at not only what makes the 
artist a barometer of contempo -
rary success, but also what makes 
Trecartin, who turns 30 this year, 
like no other young artist — pro -
ducing manically paced videos 
with characters and narratives 
that encapsulate l’air du temps of 
current Western culture in all its 
insistent, schizophrenic exhibi -
tionism. Two larger-scale exhibi -
tions of his most recent series, a 

Ever” (2008-2010), will be on 
view simultaneously this summer, 
at MoMA PS1 and MOCA Mi -
ami (the exhibition began at The 
Power Plant in Toronto). 
As with almost all of Trecartin’s 
work, the movies from “Any 
Ever” — which are imbued with 
a psychoactive narrative that ex -
plores careerism and market re -
search, to name just a few themes 
— exist, in some form, online, 
which elicits the question of how 
a traveling museum exhibition 
allows these pieces to be born 
anew. “When a viewer navigates 
the movies online, the frame of 
the computer imposes itself on 
the actual reading of the works’ 
content,” says Trecartin. “In the 
museum setting, it’s an oppor -
tunity for us to create a much 
more poetic frame.” At PS1, the 

artist will collaborate once again 
with artist Lizzie Fitch (she is 
also a prominent performer in 

theaters.” As the artist says, they 
“are almost like a package for the 
person to sit inside of and experi -
ence the movies. It’s a frame that 
the person inhabits, and it creates 
a hum with the information that’s 
in the movies.”

-
quainted to many at the 2006 
Whitney Biennial), these exhibi -
tions almost seem like mid-career 
mini-retrospectives, mirroring the 
accelerated growth that seems to 
have determined the velocity of 
his career. Instead of distilling in -

alchemizing it into artistic prod -
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uct, Trecartin’s explorations con -
vert information into logarithms; 
on his watch, the constant assault 
of image and advertising faced by 
contemporary humanity becomes 
even more complicated and 
cross-sectioned, not less. Trecar -
tin’s dialogue contains a degree 
of social critique: In Roamie View: 
History Enhancement (from the 

Re’Search Wait’S ), 
2009-10, a character played by 
Trecartin evaluates a work of art 
by stating: “It’s about how there 
once was a time when cute peo-
ple had to do very real things to 
make their situation work out.” 
Presumably, we are no longer 
existing in that time, and Trecar -
tin acknowledges this by casting, 

(The Re’Search), many young 
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RYAN TRECARTIN, Ready (Re’Search Wait’S), 2009-2010. Video still. Courtesy Elizabeth Dee, New York.
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